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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General issues on control loop performance
A chemical plant nowadays presents a large number of controllers, which help the
operator to maintain the process on target, thus obtaining savings and benefits in
terms of costs and quality. With the increase in the number of automatic systems in
a plant the task of assessing their performance becomes of vital importance.
Even though differences can be found among all applications, a good monitoring
tool should have some important characteristics: simplicity and friendly interaction
with the operator, short calculation times, flexibility in applications both on-line
and off-line, compatibility with industrial software, low (possibly none) additional
perturbations introduced in the system to perform the diagnosis, thus basing the
analysis on data recorded during routine operation. Data must be collected from
the plant and stored on hard drives for off-line techniques, or processed directly
with on-line techniques. The aim of the former approach is to describe the status
of the plant at the time of the data collection: larger data set can be handled and
complexity of techniques is not problematic, but the compression of data usually
adopted represents a strong drawback. In the latter approach the advantage is an
immediate indication of poor performing loops, but often is counterbalanced by
limitations as well as network speed or DCS (Distributed Control System) load
which require the adoption of techniques based on simple calculations.
Whatever the approach, results must be rapidly and easily understood by oper-
ators: indexes are often used and compared with some limit values which indicate
the passage from good to poor performing loops and viceversa.
1
2 1. Introduction
1.2 Monitor of Performance and Diagnosis
Performance monitoring in chemical plant data has received a larger importance
recently, with the aim of controlling quality of products and economic yield of the
process, as witnessed by the interest both from academic research and from ad-
vanced industrial applications ([2], [3]).
A control loop can be considered problematic for different causes: from uncor-
rect design or tuning of controllers, to sensor failures, to the presence of friction in
actuators. Also, perturbations entering in the plant may affect the performance of
the loop. The detection of the cause allows the operator to intervene either on the
control system or on the plant to counterbalance the problem.
The issue, which has been studied for a longer time, is certainly about uncorrect
tuning of controllers: either due to initial errors generated by excessive prudence
to avoid oscillatory behavior or changes in parameters, due to changes in operating
conditions. Autotuning techniques are wildly diffused in industrial applications
([4], [5]). A more frequent problem is the presence of static friction in actuators,
phenomenon which generates delays in actuation of the control action, with the
possibility of having the valve completely stuck ([6]). Static friction effect is an
oscillation on controlled variable, similarly to aggressive controllers or sinusoidal
disturbances entering in the plant.
From these considerations becomes clear the importance of a monitoring system
able to distinguish among causes and to suggest opportune countermeasures.
1.3 Thesis Overview
In a first part of this thesis different techniques, already presented in literature, are
discussed and in some case modified to increase their applicability on different sets
of data. Furthermore, new techniques both for monitoring and diagnosis problems
are described. All of them are organized in a software tool which can be used for an
off-line analysis. The main objective of the described techniques is to label loops
and to concentrate the attention of the operator on those which requires adjustments.
As described in Chapter 2, the detection of poor performing loops is achieved
as first step of the whole procedure: the output of this phase is a initial classification
among good performing, oscillating and sluggish loops. Oscillating loops are there-
fore analyzed in more detail to determine the cause of oscillations. The presence
of pure noise is not of interest and the following analysis are done only on other
cases. Through the application of techniques in time domain, loops affected by sig-
nificative oscillations in controlled variables or sluggish disturbance rejection are
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detected. Hence, using frequency domain techniques,oscillating loops are classified
more in detail.
At this point, some techniques can be applied to diagnose the cause of the poor
performance on oscillating loops distinguishing among static friction on actuators,
marginal stability of controllers or external disturbances. Eventually, thanks to this
classification, the proper countermeasure can be decided: a stiction index can be
evaluated or a new set of tuning parameters calculated. Two chapters belongs to
this section:
• Chapter 3: it reports a detailed description of static friction models with
two approaches (data driven models, and model based on a balance of forces
on actuators); the effect of stiction on collected data is analyzed and several
techniques for its detection are described and compared; finally a stiction
index is proposed to indicate the level of static friction.
• Chapter 4: here the problem of poor performing controllers is considered, di-
viding the procedure in three steps: identification, retuning and performance
evaluation. Two techniques are described to find models of process and dis-
turbances, used in the sequel to obtain new sets of controller parameters by
adopting several tuning methodologies; also, some performance indexes are
defined.
The following chapter (Chapter 5) is entirely dedicated to the development of
the software tool designed to organize in a single application all the techniques
described previously. Finally, a first approach to theMIMO (Multiple Input Mul-
tiple Output) problem will be described and a procedure to detect the magnitude
of interactions among loops will be analyzed (Chapter 6). Conclusions and main
contributes of this thesis are summarized in Chapter 7; further developments are
also discussed.

Chapter 2
Loop Classification
The SISO (Single Input Single Output) will be here considered; the reference
scheme depicted in figure 4.1 shows its principal elements: the controllerC, process
P and disturbance Pd dynamics, and the valve V. Generally set-point (SP ), con-
troller output (OP ) and process variable (PV ) are collected and stored on databases;
on the contrary the collection of manipulated variables (MV ) is not always per-
formed. Other information, which could be useful for the loop analysis are both the
sampling time Ts and the controller parameters, namely its gain KC , integral time
constant τI , derivative time constant τD and filter constant FC .
Figure 2.1: Reference scheme for a Single Input Single Output (SISO) system
This chapter describes different techniques which labels loops on the basis of
collected trend dividing them into three categories: good performing loops, which
are affected only by plant noise and consequently do not require further analysis;
presence of a sluggish disturbance rejection due to an improper controller action;
presence of oscillations due to different problems, not recognizable in this phase.
The second step goes into a more subtle classification among oscillating loops.
Techniques in frequency domain and in time domain are applied to find damped os-
cillations, loops with one predominant frequency, loops with a mixture of different
frequency channels with similar power. The proposed classification is propaedeutic
for the application of more complex techniques, described in following chapters,
*Portions of this chapter are published in [7], [8], [9]
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which are used to suggest the proper counteraction to eliminate the source of poor
performance.
2.1 Identification of oscillating loops
2.1.1 Ha¨gglund technique
Different techniques to detect oscillations in loops are proposed in literature, among
them: Ha¨gglund [1] proposes a technique based on the absolute value of errors
e = SP −PV , Thornhill [10] uses the previous approach together with the applica-
tion of the Harris index [11] and in [12] describes a power spectrum based technique
to detect recurrent frequency channels in signals.
Techniques in the frequency domain were adopted in a second step of this anal-
ysis, hence in this first phase the Ha¨gglund technique [1] was considered. Referring
to [1], the term oscillation will be used to indicate the error e, lying between two
consecutive crossing zero (figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Examples of definition for term oscillation, as described in [1]
As basic assumption, the presence of anomalies defined as a significant oscilla-
tions in opposition to oscillations due only to noise, should be revealed wherever a
high or persistent error is detected. This approach clearly indicates two cause which
generates poor performance: not only the amplitude of errors should be taken into
account, but also its spreading in time, thus avoiding random factors whose error
continuously crosses the zero value, as well as plant noise. To summarize these two
aspects in one function of the error, a modified Integral of Absolute Error (IAEMod)
is suggested. The integral is evaluated every crossing zero of the error:
IAEmod =
∫ ti+1
ti
|e(t)|dt (Eq. 3-1)
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where ti, ti+1 are times of two consecutive zero crossing of e(t). The extension of
Eq. 3-1 for sampled signals is:
IAEMod(tk) = IAEMod(tk−1) + |e(tk)| · Ts (Eq. 3-2)
where Ts is the sampling time. When the signal e(t) shows a zero crossing IAEMod(tk)
is set again equal to zero instead of being calculated by Eq. 3-2. The result is a trend
composed by a sequence of peaks; the larger the error or the longer its duration be-
fore next crossing zero, the higher the maximum of the peak, as shown in figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Application of the Ha¨gglund algorithm: a) error e(t); b) IAEMod
peaks
These integrated deviations are compared to a threshold value, named IAELim,
which represent the integral of an half-cycle sinusoidal oscillation with well defined
amplitude (Asin) and frequency (ωsin):
IAElim =
∫ pi/ωsin
0
Asin · (sin(ωsin · t))dt = a
ωsin
(Eq. 3-3)
If IAEMod overcomes IAELim an anomaly is detected; Ha¨gglund suggestion on
the two parameters used in IAElim equation is: Asin = 1% of the control range
of the loop and ωsin = ωU where ωU is the ultimate frequency of the process. The
latter information is not always available, but an approximation of ωU value can
be adopted: ωU = 2 · pi/τi (Ha¨gglund [1]). This assumption is true in case of PI
controllers tuned with Ziegler-Nichols technique [13], whose integral constant is
strongly related to the ultimate period PU of the process (τi = PU/1.2) and conse-
quently to the ultimate frequency (ωU = 2 · pi/PU ). For other tuning techniques an
error is introduced in the application of the algorithm. Henceforward in case of lack
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of knowledge on the ultimate frequency of the system it is suggested to choose di-
rectly the IAELim value on the basis of historical data: the operator can distinguish
between significant or negligible oscillations for each loop, thus indicating a more
suitable value for the process under examination.
To check the presence of oscillations in a supervision time TSup a counter x is
evaluated for each sample:
x = x · γ + load (Eq. 3-4)
where load, generally equal to zero, becomes one for the sample in which an
anomaly is detected (IAEMod > IAELim); γ is a corrective factor:
1
1− γ =
TSup
Ts
(Eq. 3-5)
If x overcomes a limit value NOsc, the loop is labelled oscillating. Ha¨gglund pro-
poses NOsc = 10 in TSup = 50 · PU ' 50 · τi: those values, together with ASin and
ωSin values, define completely the algorithm.
The most important advantage in adopting this technique resides in its simplic-
ity: the use of simple formulas makes the algorithm easy to be translated in all the
languages generally adopted on DCS (Distributed Control System). Furthermore
the rapidity in analyzing data justifies both on-line and off-line applications. The
use of ωU of the process in estimating parameters of the algorithm constitutes the
main drawback: the possibility of detecting low frequency oscillations (ω < ωU ) is
precluded, as shown in the following.
2.1.2 Modified Ha¨gglund technique
Generally, when a change in the process occurs and the controller starts to work in
different operating conditions, an oscillation with frequency equal to ωU could be
generated (marginal stability). For those cases Ha¨gglund technique [1] is able to de-
tect correctly the presence of a significant oscillation. However, as described more
in detail in the sequel, when a non-linear phenomenon is generating an oscillation
(as well as static friction on actuators), the resulting frequency is completely un-
correlated with the ultimate frequency of the process. Ha¨gglund technique is again
applicable in case of frequencies bigger than ωU but, when the frequency is lower,
the technique fails in recognizing a significant oscillation.
For instance data from a refinery plant can be analyzed; e(t) and OP (t) trends
are shown in figure 2.4:
The error e(t) is clearly oscillating and Ha¨gglund technique should recognize the
presence of a significant perturbation. The integral constant of the controller was set
equal to 12min and the control range between 0 and 25: with those data, IAELim =
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Figure 2.4: Error e(t) and control action u(t)in case of oscillating loop
0.95 and TSup = 600min = 10h. Looking at e(t) trend in figure 2.4, it is evident
that whatever the IAELim value, only a maximum of two oscillations can be de-
tected in the supervision time TSup and the algorithm output indicates wrongly a
not oscillating loop. The reason must be searched in a very low frequency of the
oscillation (ωOsc ' ωU/60).
To solve this problem the original algorithm was modified eliminating the fixed
supervision time in favor of a time moving window (see figure 2.5).
The basic idea is that with oscillating loops every half-cycle is repeated with
similar duration. Hence, the new algorithm considers a window which starts from
the ending point of the last collected anomalous half-cycle, whose duration is used
to evaluate a supervision time (horizon of the window TOsc).
Firstly, initialization of variables is made by performing three steps: i) waiting
for the first crossing zero after starting the whole procedure; ii) assigning a zero
value to the number of significant anomalies detected; iii) assigning an infinity value
to the horizon of the time window TSup. Last two values will be updated in following
steps of the algorithm.
The core of the process starts collecting the actual time value in a variable T1,
representing the starting point of the anomaly under exam. Until IAEMod, evalu-
ated for each sample, remains under IAELim the algorithm is stuck in a inner cycle,
being TSup not updated and maintaining an infinity value. To exit on the outer cycle
only a significant oscillation must be detected: if the case, once a new crossing zero
is encountered, the actual time value is stored in a variable T2, representing the
finishing point of the examined anomaly. In following steps TSup and NOsc values
are updated:
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Figure 2.5: Algorithm of the modified Ha¨gglund technique
TSup = T2 · k(T2− T1) (Eq. 3-6)
NOsc = NOsc + 1 (Eq. 3-7)
where k is set equal to 2 by default, meaning that the time moving window starts
from T2 and is spread for 2 half-periods of the last significant oscillation.
Until the loop is not labelled as oscillating (NSup > 10), the algorithm pro-
cesses an outer cycle, updating T1 value and proceeding as described before. In
case no other anomalies are detected in the time moving window, all parameters are
again initialized. This procedure, described for an on-line application, can be easily
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adapted also for off-line software: in the latter case the algorithm reaches an end
either after processing all collected data or finding an oscillating behavior.
An example is reported for an oscillating loop in figure 2.6, where the suffix (i)
is used to indicate the ith application of the described algorithm. The first applica-
tion reveals an anomaly (significant oscillation #1); henceforward the time moving
window starts from T2(1) and finishes in T (1)Sup; NOsc assumes unitary value. In a
second step, the system finds a second anomaly (significant oscillation #2), belong-
ing to the calculated time window: the window is shifted in the range [T2(2)÷T (2)Sup];
NOsc becomes equal to two. Time window range is equal in each case to two times
a(i), because of the choice k = 2.
Figure 2.6: Example of time moving window for the modified Ha¨gglund technique;
two applications of the algorithm are shown, as indicated by suffixes (1) and (2)
2.1.3 Application of modified Ha¨gglund technique
In this subsection, the application of the modified Ha¨gglund technique on eight
loops from a refinery plant is analyzed; in table 2.1 controller parameters (gainKC ,
integral constant τI , derivative constant τD and filter constant FC), sampling time
TS , ultimate frequency approximated value ωˆU and control limits (lower CTRLL,
upper CTRLU ) are reported.
Data sets is composed by flow control loops (1, 2, 4 and 8), by pressure control
loops (3 and 5) and a temperature control loop (7). Correspondent trends of PV (in
black) and SP (in gray) are depicted in figure 2.7.
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Loop 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
KC 2 0.5 0.93 0.25 8 3.16 0.5 0.5
τI 30 12 90 90 120 50 180 12
τD 0 0 18 0 3 0 60 0
FC 0.05 0.3 0.1 0.07 0 0 0 0.3
TS 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
ωˆU = τI/2pi 0.209 0.523 0.07 0.07 0.052 0.1256 0.035 0.52
CRTLL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CRTLU 110 25 80 1600 40 50 200 25
Table 2.1: Values of parameters for eight loops from a refinery plant
Figure 2.7: Data sets of eight loops from a refinery plant: PV trends in black;
SP trends in gray
Modified Ha¨gglund technique was applied trying different values forASin, namely
1%, 2% and 5% of the control range; results are reported in table 2.2
Some loops (2, 5, and 8) show a clear oscillation, being positive to Ha¨gglund
technique application in the three cases (
√
for each value of ASin); on the contrary
loops 3, 4 and 6 give a negative response.
It should be noted that loop 6 has an oscillating behavior: it can be detected by
applying autocorrelation function ACF [14], being able to eliminate the effect of
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Loop 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ASin = 1%
√ √
X X
√
X
√ √
ASin = 2% X
√
X X
√
X
√ √
ASin = 5% X
√
X X
√
X X
√
Table 2.2: Results of modified Ha¨gglund Technique:
√
oscillating,X not oscillat-
ing
noise, enhancing the background dynamic of the loop; however not indicating its
significativeness. In particular, ACF of loop 6 is characterized by values out of
boundaries (tick gray lines in figure 2.8), meaning that on oscillatory behavior is
present, once purged by noise.
Figure 2.8: Autocorrelation Function of loop 6 with boundaries (in thick gray
lines)
Modified Ha¨gglund technique fails in recognizing the oscillation because of its
amplitude, which has a maximum error of 0.08 units over a control range of 50
units: in this case the perturbation is correctly indicated as not significant.
For loops 1 and 7 results vary with ASin: with low values the oscillation is
detected, for higher values the level of significance is larger and only few peaks in
IAEMod trends overcomes the correspondent IAELim (figure 2.9), thus labelling
the loop as not oscillating.
Summarizing, modified Ha¨gglund technique is able to detect oscillations rapidly
for large amount of data; its advantage with respect to autocorrelation function is
the classification based on the perturbation significativeness. The drawback due to
the need of knowing the ultimate frequency of the system is partially eliminated
by the application of a time moving window; however, it is suggested to adapt the
threshold value IAELim on the basis of operator knowledge whenever ωU remains
unknown.
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Figure 2.9: IAEMod trends for loop 1 and 7 in black and IAELim boundaries for
different values of ASin in gray
The output of this analysis is a classification of loops in two categories: oscillat-
ing, which will require a deeper analysis both in time domain and frequency domain
(section 2.3), and not oscillating, which can be affected either by insulated anoma-
lies (sluggish rejection of disturbances, section 2.2) or corrupted only by noise.
2.2 Identification of sluggish loops
In previous section a method used to detect oscillating loops is described; remaining
loops can however be affected by other phenomena, as well as sluggish rejection of
disturbances due to wrong tuning of controllers. The simple algorithm, which can
be used to label those loops, is described in this section.
The basic idea is an extension of Ha¨gglund technique [1]; again IAELim is
considered as a threshold value and IAEMod is evaluated. When the controller acts
slowly a large peak in IAEMod is shown; therefore a loop is labelled sluggish when:
max
t
{IAEMod(t)} > IAELim ·KSL (Eq. 3-8)
whereKSL is assumed equal to 10 to maintain a certain symmetry with the oscilla-
tion detection technique, based on a limit value of NOsc = 10.
Because the idea derived by Ha¨gglund technique, its implementation can be
based on the algorithm described in figure 2.5; its extension is shown in figure 2.10
with gray blocks. This modification is enough to describe entirely the problem; be-
cause of the algorithm structure, cycle 2 must be performed to apply Eq. 3-8: being
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Figure 2.10: Algorithm used to detect oscillations and its extension for sluggish
loops (gray blocks)
the whole procedure initialized with a value TSup = ∞, until a significant oscilla-
tion is not detected, actual time value will be surely lower than TSup, preventing the
actuation of cycle 2. Henceforward two conditions must be satisfied:
1. an anomaly (IAEMod > IAELim) must be detected, thus allowing the system
to update the value of TSup with a finite real value; the algorithm has the
possibility to exit from cycle 1 whenever no other anomalies are detected in
the defined time moving window;
2. the exiting of the algorithm from cycle 1 to cycle 2, implies that no oscillating
behavior is shown (NOsc < 10), therefore the detected anomaly could only
due to a disturbance rejection: if Eq. 3-8 is satisfied the loop is labelled slug-
gish.
Applying the algorithm depicted in figure 2.10 to same loops from refinery plant
shown in figure 2.7, controller used in loop 4 is tagged as sluggish. Error trend is
shown in figure 2.11a), having zoomed on abscissas to put in evidence the distur-
bance rejection response; correspondent IAEMod is represented in figure 2.11b).
With ASin = 1% and IAELim = 458.6, maximum peak of IAEMod overcomes
KSL · IAELim (dot gray line in figure 2.11b), thus satisfying Eq. 3-8.
The output of this analysis, including results from the algorithm depicted in
figure 2.10, is represented by a classification of loops as: oscillating, as described
in previous section, sluggish, to be counteracted with a new controller tuning, and
with good performance, for those loops with negative response to the two tests,
being corrupted only by noise.
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Figure 2.11: Examples of sluggish controller: a) error e(t) trend; b) IAEMod
trend and boundaries (IAELim correspondent to ASin = 1% gray line, 10 ·
IAELim dot gray line)
2.3 Classification of oscillating loops
In section 2.1 a technique to detect oscillating loops was described; on those loops
a further analysis must be performed to indicate the cause of poor performance,
choosing among sinusoidal disturbances, static friction on actuators, aggressive
controller, marginal stability conditions etc. Both a time domain analysis and a
frequency analysis are implemented: the former to study amplitudes of oscillation
cycles, the latter to examine the energy of the signal as a function of all frequency
channels. The overall algorithm, depicted in figure 2.12, will be described in the
following subsections.
2.3.1 Damping test
The damping test is applied on all oscillating loops by performing three steps: to
select the damped oscillation over the whole data set, to search its relative maxima
and to calculate the best fit line passing through them.
As example, data depicted in figure 2.13 are used to put into evidence the effi-
cacy of the damping analysis: error trends is shown, but only useful data are selected
by applying an automatic procedure (white zone).
Boundaries of the white zone can be easily calculated: TS is the first crossing
zero before the highest peak in IAEMod trend, TF is the crossing zero of the last
significant oscillation detected in the time moving window, obtained by applying
the algorithm in figure 2.10. To start from the highest peak in IAEMod has the
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Figure 2.12: Algorithm implemented to classify oscillating loops, using damping
and frequency analysis
Figure 2.13: Example of a damped oscillation, selection of data used in next anal-
ysis in white zone
advantage of studying the anomaly in collected data with the largest ratio between
disturbance and noise amplitudes, facilitating the following analysis. The drawback
resides in the difficulty of extending this procedure to on-line cases, being built for
an off-line application.
After data selection, the procedure calculates automatically relative maxima by
studying each half-cycle of the damped oscillation and stores their values in an
array RMax. However, when the amplitude of the half-cycle reach the noise level,
its relative maximum can assume an incorrect value. To avoid this problem Eq. 3-9
is assessed for the generic ith half-cycle:
ROutMax(k) =
{
1 if RMax(k) > RMax(i)
0 if RMax(k) < RMax(i)
for k = i+ 1..N
s.t. k > 5
(Eq. 3-9)
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where N is the number of values stored in RMax; ROutMax array is filled entirely by
zeros when all half-cycles maxima from i+1 toN have values lower than the max-
imum of ith half-cycle, thus indicating that the damped trend is still recognizable
over the noise. On the contrary, if one point in ROutMax assumes unitary value (mean-
ing that the correspondent half-cycle has a larger amplitude than ith half-cycle) the
damped trend is no more present: noise is starting to affect amplitudes of half-
cycles. A minimum number of half-cycle maxima equal to five (k > 5) is requested
to assess a proper best fit analysis (as shown in the sequel).
As consequence of Eq. 3-9, the last half-cycle to be considered for the damping
test is #m, calculated through Eq. 3-10:
#m = min
k
{[ROutMax(k) > 0]− 1} (Eq. 3-10)
Relative maxima in the examined case are shown in gray circles in figure 2.14
a); last two half-cycles do not show the gray circles because noise almost covers the
oscillation dynamic, thus not satisfying Eq. 3-9 and Eq. 3-10.
Figure 2.14: Analysis of a damped oscillation: a) relative maxima detection (gray
circles), b) best fit line
Maxima are analyzed by applying a linear least square algorithm to obtain the
best fit line represented in figure 2.14 b); if absolute value of its angular coefficient
α is larger than a threshold value of 1/3 the oscillation is considered damped.
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2.3.2 Frequency test
Frequency test is applied on oscillating loops which are not labelled as damped; the
main purpose is to study the energy of the signal at various frequencies shown by
the Power Spectrum of the oscillation.
This analysis is based on discrete fourier transform FFT of the original signal;
considering the error trend e(t), its FFT is defined as:
FFT (k) =
N∑
j=1
e(j) · φ(j−1)(k−1)R (Eq. 3-11)
where φR is theRth root of unity (Eq. 3-12) andN is the number collected samples.
φN = e
(−2·pii)/N (Eq. 3-12)
Power spectrum PS can be easily evaluated (Eq. 3-13), indicating with conj(x) the
complex conjugate of x; it is represented by a sequence of peaks: the larger their
amplitude, the higher the influence of the correspondent frequency on the signal.
PS =
FFT · conj(FFT )
N
(Eq. 3-13)
To explain the applicability of power spectrum in frequency studies, a sum of
two sinusoidal function A = sin(0.1 · t) + 0.8sin(0.2 · t) + RN will be consid-
ered, where RN indicates a random noise. In figure 2.15 the function (with RN
increasing amplitude) and correspondent power spectra are shown.
To be noted that: 1) the two frequencies ω1 = 0.1 and ω2 = 0.2 correspond
to power spectra major peaks (figure 2.15); 2) noise does not affect the result, be-
ing characterized only by high frequency channels with randomly distributed power.
Once power spectrum is calculated, major peaks must be distinguished from
noise peaks. The algorithm, firstly used in [15], was developed at University of
Alberta (Edmonton), in collaboration with Tangirala A.K., Dept. of Chemical En-
gineering, IIT Madras, Chennai, India (figure 2.16).
The algorithm starts with a filtering action, which eliminates the first three points
of the power spectrum to avoid the effect of the signal mean, corresponding to
PS(ω = 0). Having done that, a normalization is performed to obtain a normalized
power spectrum NPS with unitary power:
NPS(k) =
PS(k)∑N
k=1 PS(k)
(Eq. 3-14)
NPS is sorted with increasing values and the flatness of its first derivative is
evaluated by calculating the number of points NLD, to whom corresponds a low
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Figure 2.15: Power Spectrum analysis on a sinusoidal function corrupted by ran-
dom noise with increasing amplitude
Figure 2.16: Algorithm used to detect major peaks in power spectrum trend
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derivative value:
NLD :
∣∣∣∣dNPSSorted(ω)dω < 0.005
∣∣∣∣ (Eq. 3-15)
A large NLD value indicates the presence of a wide range of frequencies asso-
ciated to flat zones of derivative; because
∑N
k=1NPS(k) = 1 for the normalization
effect, only few frequencies give a major contribution to the power spectrum: for
this case there is the possibility of having sharp peaks. On the contrary, for low
NLD values (few flat zones), the contribution to the unity is spread over a larger
number of peaks with similar power, thus excluding the presence of a predominat-
ing sharp peak. By default, a tolerance of flatness of 90% is chosen (meaning that
NLD/N > 90% indicates large flat zones).
A further test must be performed to evaluate the contribution of peaks not in-
cluded in flat zones; when low, the presence of the peak is insufficient to label its
frequency as predominating. Indicating with AP (m) the sum of powers of the first
largerm peaks (by defaultm = 4), the contribution to unity power is expressed as:
C(m) =
∑N
k=1NPS(k)
AP (m)
=
1
AP (m)
(Eq. 3-16)
When C(m) overcomes 1.5, meaning that the first larger m peaks contribute more
than 50% to the unity power, the presence of sharp predominating peaks is indi-
cated. The use of three parameters as well as threshold on derivative values, per-
centage of flatness and number of major peaks to be detected, makes the algorithm
very flexible. Default values here reported (0.005, 90% and 4 respectively), allows
the system to obtain a good compromise between discharging loops oscillating at a
well defined frequency and analyzing oscillations with mixed frequencies.
2.3.3 Application of Frequency and Time domain tests
In this section an application of the two described tests is shown, considering both
plant data (figure 2.17) and simulated data (figure 2.18).
Globally eight loops are shown: loops 1 and 6 are affected by noise; loops 2, 3,
4 and 7 show an oscillatory behavior; loop 5 and 8 simulate respectively a sluggish
controller and an aggressive controller. Results are summarized in table 2.3: time
domain analysis reveals correctly a damped oscillation only in loop 8, labelling not
damped all other loops. Frequency test is positive for loops 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8, whose
power spectra show a sharp peak; loops 1 and 6 have a sequence of peak at different
frequency, but with similar amplitude; loop 5 has a peak at low frequencies but its
smoothness exclude an oscillatory behavior.
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Figure 2.17: Plant data: a) error plots, b) power spectra
Figure 2.18: Simulated data: a) error plots, b) power spectra
Table 2.3: Results from the application of frequency and time domain tests
Loop 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Damped No No No No No No No Yes
Freq.Peak No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Summarizing, two test can be performed in sequence to detect damped oscilla-
tions and to evaluate the frequency content of the signal, thus putting into evidence
loops with a predominating frequency. Consequently, the output of this analysis is
a classification among oscillating loops: Damped oscillation, to be counteracted by
tuning the controller (see chapter 4); Oscillation without predominating frequency,
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due to external disturbances to be eliminated by plant analysis; Oscillation with a
predominating frequency, to be analyzed more in detail as described in chapter 3.

Chapter 3
Stiction on Actuators
The previous chapter describe some techniques to detect loops affected by anoma-
lies, namely significant differences between controlled variable PV and set-point
value SP , distinguishing them from loops affected only by noise. Hence a first
classification is done, tagging loops with good performance, oscillating and slug-
gish controller labels. Further tests are applied over oscillating loops, both in fre-
quency and time domain, to obtain the classification amongst: damped oscillation,
oscillation with one predominating frequency, oscillation with no predominating
frequency. In case of not damped oscillation, well localized in frequency, the cause
of poor performance can be searched among marginal stability conditions, external
sinusoidal disturbances, or static friction on valves. Neglecting the first item, how-
ever detectable by a direct comparison between oscillating frequency and ultimate
frequency ωU , it becomes fundamental to distinguish between the two last phenom-
ena. Particulary, static friction (stiction) on actuators is a very common problem on
industrial plant [6]. This fact can be counteracted by performing a valve mainte-
nance, more frequent action, or by adopting friction compensators [17], [18]. As
explained before, set point SP , controlled variable PV , and controller output OP
are generally recorded by DCS, while manipulated variable MV is not. This is a
key assumption of this chapter, which has implication in the choice of the techniques
described in next sections to be used for automatic detection of stiction.
3.1 Stiction analysis
The presence of stiction in actuators introduces both a delay and a non-linear behav-
ior between the control signal OP and manipulated variable MV , as qualitatively
illustrated in the sequel.
Static friction effect has been studied through the balance of forces around the
*Portions of this chapter are published in [8], [9] and [16]
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actuator: simplifying the problem, when the active force FA due to the controller
output is less than the static friction force FS the valve is completely stuck. This can
cause an offset between process variable PV and set-point value SP ; the constant
error, in presence of an integral component in the controller, brings to an increase
of OP and, as consequence, to the active force. When FA overcomes FS the valve
suddenly moves, jumping to a new position. Changes in MV values, at this point
affected only by dynamic friction, may become larger than necessary, thus causing
a change in error SP − PV sign. The controller decreases its action and the active
force becomes again less than the static friction force: the valve gets stuck in a new
position.
The sequence motion/stop of the valve due to this phenomena is called stick/slip
motion and brings to a characteristic trend inMV . In case of predominance of static
friction force, hence having a stuck valve, MV is constant with time even though
OP increases because of the controller action. Energy, stored in actuator during
this phase, is suddenly released when active force becomes stronger than stiction
andMV jumps almost immediately to a new value. At this point the motion phase
starts and MV varies gradually; active force is only counterbalanced by dynamic
friction force.
MV trends are depicted in figure 3.1a) as function of OP values and 3.1b) as
function of time.
Figure 3.1: a) Characteristic curve of the valve; b) correspondent trend of
MV (t). Case of Stiction (solid line), desired performance (dashed line)
Manipulated variable shows an oscillating trend, that can be almost approxi-
mated to a square-wave shape, when neglected the short period of the motion phase
(C in figure 3.1). This trend is also shown in PV , but filtered by the process dy-
namic. Oscillations on PV are the cause of low control loop performance.
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3.2 Stiction models
Modelling stiction is one of most important issues of this chapter; the importance of
generating a model resides in the possibility of a detailed study of this phenomena.
Models should have some main characteristics: simplicity, to be easy applicable
and understandable and reliability, to give a better interpretation of main dynamics
of phenomena.
Many models have been proposed in literature to describe the presence of fric-
tion in actuators; a survey is reported in [19]. Two typical approaches can be chosen:
• physical models: which try to extrapolate fundamental laws to describe stic-
tion through the application of a balance among all forces
• data-driven models: which try to simulate the presence of stiction by repro-
ducing trends (figure 3.1a) using formulas to translate OP values in corre-
spondentMV values.
One of universally accepted physical models is the Karnopp model [20]; on the
contrary among data-driven models the Choudhury model [21] has been chosen for
its simplicity.
3.2.1 Karnopp model
Even though this model is based on a balance of forces, for its nature very complex,
the application is relatively simple as shown by following equations:
M · d
2x
dt2
= FA − F − FK (Eq. 4-1)
FK = k · x (Eq. 4-2)
F =

−FDsign(v) + FV v if v < −∆V
max[−FS, FA] if −∆V < v < 0
min[−FS, FA] if 0 > v > ∆V
FDsign(v) + FV v if v > ∆V
(Eq. 4-3)
Eq. 4-1 represents the balance between the mass of the actuatorM , multiplied
by an acceleration d2x/dt2, and three forces: active force FA, friction force F and
opponent spring force FK . The first one, as explained in the previous section, is gen-
erated by the controller through a signal 4-20 mA, which is translated in a pressure
on valve and consequently a force over the actuator. Spring force is proportional to
the position of the actuator x (Eq. 4-2), while friction force has four contributions
depending symmetrically on speed of the valve v = dx/dt (Eq. 4-3) and a threshold
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value ∆V . For speed values between |∆V | and zero, the active force is perfectly
balanced by counteracting forces, thus obtaining a stuck valve. Out of this range,
only dynamic friction force is present, as function of speed v.
The active force, counterbalanced by the other contributions FK and F , gen-
erates a cycle with the actuator position in case of stiction: firstly the valve starts
to move (x increasing or decreasing) and force on actuator also varies; when the
error, and consequently active force, changes its sign, speed decreases reaching the
threshold value∆V ; at this point static friction becomes preponderant and the valve
is stuck (x constant, force on actuator varying). An example of this cycle is depicted
in figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Case of a valve affected by stiction, force on actuator as a function of
its position, Karnopp model
The forces balance can be properly represented by the Simulink scheme de-
picted in figure 3.3.
To simulate action of forces over the actuator, a first derivative block 1/(M ·s) is
implemented to obtain the speed signal v, to be used for dynamic and static friction
evaluation. A second derivative block (1/s) transforms speed in position x, input
of the spring force FK . Between speed and forces summation point two blocks are
used: Dead zone block, whose parameters start of dead zone and end of dead zone
are chosen equal to −∆V and +∆V respectively; Columbus & Viscous Friction
block, whose parameters offset and gain are chosen equal to∆V , and 1 respectively.
The effect is a speed v = 0 when input signal lies in [−∆V ;+∆V ] and a jump to
±∆V when the valve starts to move again.
Same sequence of blocks can be implemented to simulate dynamic friction; the
main difference is in Columbus & Viscous Friction Block where offset and gain are
respectively FD and FV (with reference to Eq. 4-2).
Static friction is more complex because of the introduction of several non-
linearities. The multiplying block receives as inputs the active force FA and the
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Figure 3.3: Simulink scheme for Karnopp stiction model
output of a Switch block. When absolute value of speed is under the threshold
value∆V , the switch block goes in position one, activating through the multiplying
block the static friction force. On the contrary, for a valve in motion (|v| > ∆V ), the
switch is in position zero and static friction is no more present. The effective con-
tribution of static friction force is represented by the output of a Saturation block,
limited to [−FS ,+FS] values.
Even though Karnopp simulation scheme is the simplest among models de-
scribed in [19], a relatively large number of parameters must be managed: M mass
of actuator; FS static friction force value; FD, FV to define completely dynamic
friction force; ∆V speed threshold value. Furthermore some difficulties arise in
choosing proper values for some parameters as well as the mass of actuator, which
depends on the typology of used valves, or dynamic friction force, which depends
on processed products.
3.2.2 Choudhury model
Previous described model has a drawback in the number of parameters; a different
approach has been adopted by Choudhury et al. [21] with a data-driven model.
Basic idea is to reproduce through the application of a mathematical function the
characteristic curve of a valve affected by stiction. Considering typical trends in
MV , as depicted in figure 3.1, only two parameters can be used to describe this
phenomenon: S, a direct measure of stiction, and J , value of the jump done by
the valve when starts to move. Varying values of S and J different cases can be
simulated; namely undershooting stiction (figure 3.4a) and overshooting stiction
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(figure 3.4b). In the first case the valve, after jump, does not reach the position it
should have in absence of stiction (J < DP ). On the contrary, in the second case,
the energy accumulated in the valve when stuck causes a larger jump (J > DP ),
thus generating a more complex cycle to be analyzed.
Figure 3.4: Different cases of stiction modelled by Choudhury: a) undershooting;
b) overshooting
The drawback of loosing physical correspondence to summation of real forces,
as Karnopp model uses, is largely counterbalanced by Choudhury model simplicity:
S and J parameters can describe perfectly main stiction dynamics.
Simulink scheme of the valve is depicted in figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Choudhury model: Simulink scheme of the valve
The scheme is composed by two look-up table blocks to convert a 4mA÷20mA
signal to a 0%÷ 100% signal and vice versa. The core of the scheme is represented
by the Matlab function, whose inputs are: controller output and its previous sam-
ple (OPK and OPK−1 respectively); last recorded values of manipulated variable
(MVK−1); last recorded speed of actuator (VK−1) and a variable (XSSK−1) used in
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the algorithm as shown in the sequel. Outputs are represented by new calculated
values of MV , XSS and V . To delay signals by one sample a Unit delay block
(Z−1) is used. The algorithm used in Matlab function block, is described in detail
in figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Choudhury model: algorithm of the Matlab function block
The first block evaluates the new valve speed, as variation in OP value di-
vided by the sampling time h. Following question blocks generates saturation on
valve when input signal OP goes out of the range [0% ÷ 100%]; associating to
MV 0% and 100% values respectively. A closing or opening valve (sign(VK) =
sing(VK−1) equal respectively to -1 and +1) is related to a situation of not stuck ac-
tuator (|XSSK−1−OPK | > S), or actuator in jump phase (|XSSK−1−OPK | > J).
Variable Ind is used internally in the proposed algorithm: unitary value comes from
a change in speed sign:
(OPK −OPk − 1) 6= (OPK−1 −OPK−2)⇒ Ind = 1 (Eq. 4-4)
Int is set again to zero after the jump (|XSSk−1 − OPk| > J), when the valve
starts to move (equation Eq. 4-5. The use of the internal variable Ind is due to
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Simulink approximations, whose effect is an error onOP signal of magnitude order
of machine precision: to counterbalance the generated fictitious speed, the valve is
considered stuck (MVK =MVK−1).
MVK = OPK + sign(VK) · 2J − S
2
(Eq. 4-5)
3.2.3 Stiction simulation
The described models were used to simulate stiction in order to understand its ef-
fect on recorded variable (OP , MV , PV ) and to design an automatic detection
technique.
As first step, a comparison between models was made: in this section the case
of a first order plus time delay (FOPTD) model will be considered; more ex-
tended analysis will be reported in the sequel. Reference process model and adopted
Ziegler-Nichols [13] controller are:
P =
1 · e−10s
10 · s+ 1; C = 0.92 ·
25 · s+ 1
25 · s (Eq. 4-6)
As starting point, Choudhury model parameters were chosen equal to S = 5 and
J = 4. To those values correspond a Karnopp model with unitary mass actuator
(M = 1) and a threshold value ∆V = 0.2; forces were defined as: static friction
force FS = 1; dynamic friction force with FD = FV = 0.5; spring force with
k = 0.7. Graphical comparison of recorded values is shown in figure 3.7.
The amplitude of variables has no importance in this analysis; for instance
PV amplitude in Choudhury model can be easily uniformed to Karnopp model
by changing S value without affecting other characteristics of oscillations. OP and
MV amplitudes depend only on scale factors used to pass from mA to percentage
signals.
Neglecting amplitudes of signals, same trends in terms of shape can be rec-
ognized (figure 3.7), thus demonstrating the possibility to use both models indis-
tinguishably. It must be considered also that changing one parameter in Karnopp
model, as well as mass actuator or threshold value on speed, and adopting different
values of friction and spring forces brings to same trends. This indetermination in
parameters highlights the easy applicability of the Choudhury model with respect
to the Karnopp model; only the former will be applied in the sequel.
Oscillation shape and frequency were studied as function of process parameters
(time delay θ, time constant τ ), stiction parameters (S, J) and controller parameters
(principally gain KC). Typical results are shown in figure 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10.
It can be pointed out from examined cases that characteristic wave shapes can
be associated to stiction phenomena for the three variables OP , MV , PV . Par-
ticularly, manipulated variable MV is affected slightly by varying parameters and
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between Karnopp and Choudhury models with a FOPTD
model; time constant and time delay equal to 10
Figure 3.8: OP ,MV and PV trends as function of ratio θ/τ
maintains in all cases an approximatively square wave. AlsoOP is generally almost
unaffected and a triangular wave can be recognized in all trends. On the contrary,
controlled variable PV assumes different shapes: from square waves, in case of
time delay θ over time constant τ (figure 3.8) or high S/J ratio (figure 3.9), to
triangular waves for opposite cases, passing through intermediate shapes. In case
of square waves stiction is easy recognizable from sinusoidal disturbances, on the
contrary, triangular waves, especially with noise, could be not distinguished.
In figure 3.10 controller gainKC is changed to evaluate its impact over trends of
collected variables: a variation inKC has the peculiarity of affecting oscillation fre-
quency, without influencing its shape: a decrease fromKC to (2/3)KC to (1/2)KC
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Figure 3.9: OP ,MV and PV trends as function of ratio S/J
Figure 3.10: OP ,MV and PV trends as function ofKC
causes a decrease in oscillation frequency from ω0 to 0.58ω0 to 0.38ω0; indicating
with ω0 the starting frequency. An intuitive explanation of this phenomena resides
on force balance used in Karnopp model: a decrease in KC means a lower active
force FA because of a direct proportionality; therefore a longer time is requested
to overcome stiction force FS and consequently a lower frequency of oscillation is
shown.
3.3 Stiction Techniques
In recent literature, several different techniques for detection of stiction have been
proposed. Some of them are manual or require strong interaction with the opera-
tor; for instance [1]. Other techniques are based on additional knowledge about the
characteristic curve of the valve and values of manipulated variable or valve posi-
tion [22], [23]. Among techniques which require only the knowledge of OP and
PV , with limited additional requirements for process and valve parameters (and
therefore more suitable for automatic implementation in a closed loop performance
monitoring system), some other contributions should be mentioned: [24] makes use
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of a model based non linear observer (EKF type), [25] proposes a very simple
method based on a Cross-Correlation between OP and PV , while [26] consid-
ers the probability distribution of the PV derivatives, thus extending the previous
method to integrating processes. [27] uses a neural network to approximate the pro-
cess output by means of 7 different elementary shapes (primitives), then associating
square and triangular waves to the presence of stiction. [28] focuses on disconti-
nuities of MV derivatives (jumps of the valve); a segmentation-based method is
used to evaluate the distribution of jumps as a function of their magnitude: larger
magnitude indicates stiction. [29] proposes a technique based on the bicoherence
function of PV : the presence of peaks is a symptom of stiction. [9] approximates
the PV trend with relay-type, triangular and sinusoidal waves: the first two cases
are associated to a stiction phenomenon.
A common characteristics of the last techniques is that they perform a fitting of
PV data, in order to detect the typical signature of stiction and distinguish it from
other causes.
The interest towards automatic techniques to be applied in a performance mon-
itoring system, without any specific knowledge or additional requirements for data
acquisition, forced to focus on Cross-Correlation ([25]), Bicoherence ([29]) and
Relay technique ([9] and [16]). These techniques will be briefly illustrated and
the analysis of their applicability will be performed in the sequel, with the goal of
putting into evidence limitations coming from the lack of specific knowledge on
valve and process characteristics.
3.3.1 Cross Correlation Technique
Horch ([25]) observed that the phase shift between the control output OP and
the process variable PV depends on the presence of stiction. In particular with
a proportional-integral controller: in presence of stiction, control signal OP and
controlled variable PV oscillate with a phase shift φ = pi/2, in presence of a sinu-
soidal perturbation the phase shift is φ = pi. Using the cross correlation function
between PV and OP two parameters ∆τ and ∆ρ are estimated (see Appendix A).
According to the values of these two parameters, conditions corresponding to the
presence of stiction or sinusoidal perturbations can be indicated; also an uncertainty
range, where no decision can be taken, is encountered (gray zone). Results are sum-
marized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Indications from the Cross Correlation technique
No Stiction Uncertainty Stiction
0 < ∆ρ ≤ 0.072 0.072 < ∆ρ ≤ 1/3 1/3 < ∆ρ ≤ 1
0 < ∆τ ≤ 1/3 0 < ∆τ ≤ 2/3 2/3 < ∆τ ≤ 1
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An example of cross correlation application is shown in figure 3.11 for a case of
stiction and in figure 3.12 for a sinusoidal disturbance:
Figure 3.11: Application of Cross Correlation technique in a case of stiction:
a)trends of PV and OP ; b) trend of cross-correlation
Figure 3.12: Application of Cross Correlation technique for a sinusoidal distur-
bance: a)trends of PV and OP ; b) trend of cross-correlation
As case study, stiction is modelled using Choudhury [21] approach, setting
S = 7 and J = 1 for a FOPTD process with θ = τ = 10; sinusoidal disturbance
is characterized by a unitary amplitude and frequency ωD = 0.05rad/sec. Both
cases are correctly indicated: ∆τ = 0.78 and ∆ρ = 0.37 for stiction; ∆τ = 0.15
and ∆ρ = 0.02 for sinusoidal disturbance. Those results will be extended in the
sequel, using different values of (S, J), disturbance frequencies and θ/τ ratio.
An alternative approach [26] also considers the case of unstable (integrating)
processes, by making use of the sampling histogram of the second derivative of PV .
After building the histogram two approximating probability distributions are used:
an approximatively gaussian distribution indicates stiction; a bimodal distribution
indicates sinusoidal disturbance. Even though this technique is characterized by the
big advantage of collecting only PV , it has a main drawback in the passage through
two derivatives; henceforward noise affects heavily the procedure, being enhanced
by the derivation process. To avoid a complete hiding of main wave shape by noise,
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some filters are used: their effect reduces the problem, but also changes original
wave shape of PV , thus reducing efficiency of the method [30]. For this reason,
and related difficulties in defining unique values of filter constants for all typology
of processes and noise, this technique is not considered in present study.
3.3.2 Bicoherence Technique
This technique has been recently proposed and is based on High Order Statistic [29].
It is observed that the first and second order statistic (mean, variance, autocorrela-
tion, power spectrum, etc.) are only sufficient to describe linear systems. Non linear
behavior must be detected using higher statistics such as Bispectrum and Bicoher-
ence. To be noted that this technique has been introduced to detect non-linearities,
in general; application to stiction phenomenon can be considered as a particular
case. A more detailed explanation of basic equations, including also Trispectrum
extension, can be found in [31].
The bicoherence, based on the Fourier transform of the data, is a measure of
interaction of frequencies: its plot shows large peaks for frequencies that are inter-
acting indicating a strong non linearity. Two tests can be performed on this func-
tion: the first, based on an index named NGI , indicates when a signal is gaussian
(NGI < 0.001); the second, based on an index called NLI , indicates when the
signal is non-linear (NLI > 0.1). If the signal is gaussian or linear the control loop
is not affected by stiction; (more details in Appendix A).
Application of the bicoherence technique on the case study, described in the
previous section, is shown in figure 3.13 for stiction and in figure 3.14 for sinusoidal
disturbance.
Figure 3.13: Application of Bicoherence technique in a case of stiction: a)trends
of PV and OP ; b) bicoherence function
Graphically, the presence of stiction is clearly demonstrated by the sequence of
peaks in figure 3.13b), not shown in case of disturbance 3.14b). The two indexes
confirm this result: in the first case NGI = 0.067 indicates a non gaussian signal
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Figure 3.14: Application of Bicoherence technique for a sinusoidal disturbance:
a)trends of PV and OP ; b) bicoherence function
andNLI = 0.28 highlights the presence of a non linear behavior; in the second case
NGI = −0.15 excludes automatically the presence of stiction, being the signal
gaussian.
3.3.3 Relay Technique
In previous sections trends for OP , PV and MV were described and the typical
square wave on MV and the different types of waves in PV were observed. In
a slight different scenario (closed loop relay identification for autotuning purposes
[32], [33]) wave shape similar to the ones reported in figures 3.8 and 3.9 have been
observed for loop variables of a FOPTD process. The shape of signals is modified
by process dynamics: this suggests the basic idea of the technique proposed here.
Every significant half cycle of the recorded oscillation is fitted by using three differ-
ent models: the output response of a first order plus time delay under relay control,
a triangular wave and a sine wave. By adopting a similar interpretation to Horch
[25], relay and triangular waves are associated with the presence of stiction, while
sinusoidal shape with the presence of external perturbations. By comparing the er-
ror between real and fitted data, an evaluation of the accuracy of approximation and
then an indication of the underlying phenomenon observed in the analyzed variable
can be obtained. More details for this procedure are given in Appendix A.
Once approximations have been performed, a stiction index (SI) can be defined.
Being ES the minimum square error obtained by the sinusoidal approximation and
ERT the one obtained by the better approximation between the relay and the trian-
gular waves, SI can be defined as:
SI ,
ES − ERT
ES + ERT
(Eq. 4-7)
where the generic symbol X indicates the average value of x on all the examined
half-cycles. SI varies in the range [-1; +1]: negative values indicates a better ap-
proximation by means of sinusoids, positive values by means of relay or triangular
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approximations. Values close to zero indicate that the two approximations have sim-
ilar errors and the procedure gives an uncertain answer; by considering that noise
can change the shape of the curve, the uncertainty zone is defined by |SI | < 0.21.
This corresponds to the ratio ES/ERT = 0.66 [9], in analogy to the limit value
∆τ ≤ 2/3 [25].
SI can be applied separately either on positive half-cycles (PV > SP , thus
obtaining an index S+I ) or negative half-cycles (PV < SP , thus obtaining an in-
dex S−I ). A direct comparison between values of S
+
I and S
−
I helps in identifying
asymmetric stiction, where opening and closing phases of the valve generate differ-
ent wave shapes on positive and negative half cycles (nearer to sinusoids where the
effect of stiction is weaker).
Applying this technique on the case study, approximating curves are shown for
three half cycles in figure 3.15 for the case of stiction.
Figure 3.15: Application of Relay technique in case of stiction. Approximating
curves for three half-cycles: collected data (black thin), relay curve (gray thick),
sinusoidal curve (black dots)
Graphical trends, which highlight the better approximation of the square wave,
are supported by indexes values S : I+ = 0.786, S−I = 0.782 and SI = 0.784; thus
indicating clearly the presence of stiction.
For the case of sinusoidal disturbance, similar trends are shown in figure 3.16.
In this case, sinusoidal approximation and collected data are almost overlapping;
stiction indexes SI = S+I = S
−
I = −1 indicate absence of stiction.
3.4 Comparison of different techniques
Cross Correlation technique was firstly considered because of its simplicity and fast
applicability on data sets, with a direct application on plant data furnished by ENI
R&M - Refinery of Livorno, Italy. Examined data refer to a flow control loop, with
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Figure 3.16: Application of Relay technique for sinusoidal disturbance. Approxi-
mating curves for three half-cycles: collected data (black thin), relay curve (gray
thick), sinusoidal curve (black dots)
evident presence of valve stiction and oscillation in controlled output PV . In figure
3.17 and 3.18 sets of recorded data in two different time windows are shown; in the
upper part of both figures PV (thick line) and OP (thin line) are reported; in the
lower part cross correlation trend (dash line) between OP and PV is presented.
Figure 3.17: Application of Cross correlation on data set A: a) PV and OP
trends, b) Cross Correlation trend
In the examined control loop, Horch technique was applied choosing a variable
number of oscillation with different time windows. The number of analyzed oscilla-
tions seems not to influence the result and in most cases stiction is correctly detected
(∆τ = 0.7 ÷ 0.85; as for instance in figure 3.17). Using a different time window,
again with a variable number of oscillations, results change and lie in a gray-zone,
where no decision can be taken (∆τ = 0.5 ÷ 0.6; as for instance in figure 3.18).
Therefore it is important to realize why the presence of stiction can be masked and
not detected by the technique. This objective has been addressed by analyzing what
happens for different extent of stiction and different process dynamics, including a
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Figure 3.18: Application of Cross correlation on data set B: a) PV and OP
trends, b) Cross Correlation trend
comparison with the other two techniques, Relay and Bicoherence.
3.4.1 Simulated data
Nominal case
The three techniques described in the previous section are compared by two differ-
ent tests (process type FOPTD and controller structure PI do not change):
• the control loop is subject to stiction: the stiction indexes (∆τ , ∆ρ for the
Cross Correlation technique; NGI and NLI for the Bicoherence technique;
SI for the Relay tecnique) are evaluated for different process conditions (vary-
ing the ratio θ/τ and the ratio S/2J);
• the control loop is subject to an external perturbation: the stiction indexes
are evaluated varying the ratio θ/τ and the ratio ωD/ωU , where ωD is the
frequency of the recorded oscillation and ωU is the ultimate frequency of the
system.
Particularly, Cross Correlation technique was used to validate Karnopp and
Choudhury models with a direct comparison of performances, as shown in figure
3.19.
Results are expressed in terms of the index ∆τ ; (analogous results can be ob-
tained using ∆ρ). Stiction parameters are: the ratio between dynamic and static
friction (FD/FS , for the Karnopp model, figure 3.19a) and the ratio between the
dead zone and the jump (S/2J , for the Choudhury model, figure 3.19b). It can be
seen that the presence of stiction is clearly indicated only for processes with large
values of the ratio θ / τ and for stiction situations represented by large values of
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Figure 3.19: Application of Horch technique; a): Karnopp model, b): Choudhury
model
FD/FS (or S/2J). On the contrary, for smaller values, no decision can be taken or
stiction is not indicated, even though it is present.
A major point resides in similarities between Karnopp and Choudhury models,
both indicating correctly white-zones (correct detection of stiction), gray-zone (un-
certainty) and black-zones (wrong result). Distribution and extension of those three
zones seem to confirm the possibility of simulating stiction with both models indis-
criminately; in the sequel Choudhury model will be adopted.
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Furthermore, it can be pointed out the effect of process dynamics: for low val-
ues of θ/τ (lag dominant processes), the presence of stiction can be hidden (or no
decision can be taken), whatever the value of the stiction parameters. Applying the
other two techniques a similar trend is obtained, in the sense that uncertainty re-
gions appear for θ/τ  1, even though they have a smaller extent (figure 3.20 for
Bicoherence and figure 3.21 for Relay). All the techniques may fail for integrating
processes; this is not surprising, as it can be seen as a limit case for τ  1. The
previous mentioned technique [26] can be used, with possible drawbacks put into
evidence in section 3.3. This result can be considered the first contribution of this
Figure 3.20: Simulation results for Bicoherence technique in case of stiction, by
varying process and stiction parameters
study: indications deriving from different techniques are strongly affected by pro-
cess dynamics, which can hide the presence of stiction.
In case of sinusoidal disturbances (figure 3.22), a range ωD/ωU = 0.1÷ 10 was
investigated.
In this case, for all the three techniques, values of indexes do not change with the
ratio θ/τ . The frequency of oscillations affects only Horch’s technique [25], which
can give uncertain results for low values of (ωD/ωU ). For ωD/ωU = 0.5,∆τ ≥
1/3 (uncertainty), while for ωD/ωU = 0.2,∆τ ≥ 2/3 (error in indicating stiction
instead of sinusoids). This result can be considered implicit from [25], because a
phase shift equal to pi/2 betweenOP and PV (sinusoidal input and PI controller) is
clearly observed only at high frequency (ωD  ωU ), when the integral component
dominates.
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Figure 3.21: Simulation results for Relay technique in case of stiction, by varying
process and stiction parameters
Figure 3.22: Simulation results for Horch technique in case of sinusoidal distur-
bances by varying process and disturbance parameters
Even though the practical consequence of this uncertainty in recognizing a low
frequency sinusoid can be less severe, it must be pointed out that Relay and Bico-
herence techniques are almost unaffected by it; in particular SI ∈ [−1;−0.9] and
NGI < 0, NLI ∈ [0.01; 0.08] in all the investigated frequency range, thus clearly
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indicating a sinusoidal signal.
The existence of uncertainty zones in stiction detection brings as a consequence
for the Relay and the Bicoherence techniques that, without any further knowledge
on the process, if stiction or oscillating disturbance are indicated, they are really
present; an uncertainty region may hide the presence of stiction for lag dominant
processes. To be recalled that the Cross Correlation technique may give wrong re-
sults in both cases, according to process parameters.
Robustness to noise
The same analysis was repeated adding a noise on the signal of PV and OP to
investigate the robustness of the three techniques. A noise able to change the shape
of the oscillation was created by varying its amplitude and period in three steps:
• adding a sinusoidal signal with a variation in the amplitude
• modifying the previous signal by the use of a first order filter with a variation
in the time constant.
• overlapping a gaussian random noise
The algorithm receives as inputs PV values and desired ratio R between noise
and signal amplitude; all variations depend on a randomly generated parameter
rand(x); the output is represented by PVN , signal corrupted by noise. First step
of the used algorithm is the evaluation of frequency of the oscillation ωD, used to
built a sinusoidal function with same amplitude and frequency of PV :
S
(1)
N = sin(ωD · tK) ·maxt {PV } · δ(t) (Eq. 4-8)
where the suffix S(x)N indicates the sinusoidal noise signal at step x of described
algorithm. δ(t) is a function, whose value is updated randomly every half-cycle
(detected by a change in PV sign):
δ(tK) =
{
rand(x) ·R if sign(PV (tK)) 6= sign(PV (tK−1));
δ(tK−1) if sign(PV (tK)) = sign(PV (tK−1));
(Eq. 4-9)
With this definition of δ(t), the original signal is corrupted by a sinusoid composed
by half-cycles with different amplitudes, randomly varied. In second step of the
algorithm, time constant τ for the filtering action is calculated to obtain a phase shift
∆φ = (pi/ωD)R. A parameter a(t) is defined (Eq. 4-10) and a further corruption
of signal is performed (Eq. 4-11); finally, in step three of the algorithm, a random
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noise is added by using a normal distribution ψ(0, R) with zero mean and variance
equal to R (Eq. 4-12):
a(t) = exp
( −1
τ · δ(t)
)
(Eq. 4-10)
S
(2)
N (tK) = −a(tK) · S(2)N (tK−1) + (1− a(tK)) · S(1)N (tk−1) (Eq. 4-11)
S
(3)
N = S
(2)
N + ψ(0, R) (Eq. 4-12)
The original signal is therefore corrupted by adding the sinusoid S(3)N to the original
signal: PVN = PV + S
(3)
N . An example of the corruption of signal for different
level of noise is depicted in figure 3.23 for different values of parameter R:
Figure 3.23: Effect of simulated noise: a) R = 5% b) R = 15%, c) R = 30%;
original signal PV (gray), corrupted signal PVN (black)
It is evident that this noise is more severe than a gaussian noise and that, increasing
the value of N , the corrupted signal becomes very different from the original, thus
affecting the efficacy of the three techniques. Results are presented in figure 3.24.
To be noted that the effect of the noise is more evident for lower values of S/2J
and θ/τ ; for this reason the zone of the correct detection of stiction decreases rapidly
for the Cross Correlation, while for the other two techniques it can be considered
that robustness is maintained up to a value ofN/A = 25%÷30%, which represents
a large error on plant data.
3.4.2 Plant Data
To confirm previous indications obtained by simulation about capability of different
techniques to detect stiction, data recorded from eight industrial loops of a refinery
plant were analyzed.
All loops (no integrators were present) were known to be affected by stiction;
recorded oscillation on SP − PV and OP are illustrated in figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.24: Shift of the zone of uncertainty increasing the ratio noise/signal
(N/A) for: a) Cross Correlation, b) Bicoherence, c) Relay technique
It can be seen that loops from 1 to 5 show very regular and clean signals (almost
no noise); loops 6 is characterized by noise and irregular amplitude, caused by
valve saturation; in loop 8, the amplitude is small and the ratio noise to signal is
high. Loop 7 has an intermediate behavior (low noise, but less regular oscillations).
For each loop, more than 6000 samples are collected, but in figure 3.25 abscissas
are chosen to show clearly the shape of oscillations.
This analysis of data was also oriented to investigate practical issues, both for
on-line and off-line implementation. Among them: the effect of number of os-
cillations and of chosen time window on the efficiency of the techniques, related
computation times and ease of application. For this reason, a total of 30 half-cycles
was then analyzed for each loop, by grouping data in 4 different sets made respec-
tively by 6 time windows of 5 half-cycles, 3 of 10, 2 of 15, 1 of 30. The minimum
number of oscillations was found to be equal to 5 for the Bicoherence and the Re-
lay techniques: by performing the analysis on a smaller number of cycles, results
may depend on the chosen time window. On the contrary, for the Cross Correlation
technique in most cases two cycles can be enough.
About duration of elaboration (on a 1 GHz - Pentium IV processor): the Cross-
Correlation resulted to be the fastest (negligible time also for the largest set of data);
the Bicoherence times requires from few seconds to less than one minute, while
the Relay shows longer times (up to 4 minutes for the largest set). The ease of
implementation is also favorable for the Cross-Correlation technique (few lines of
any programming language), while the other two require more complex procedures
(in this case Matlab built-in functions were used).
About efficiency of detection, results are reported in table 3.2 for the three dif-
ferent techniques. “Yes” indicates a correct detection of stiction, “No” an incorrect
interpretation and “Unc” stands for uncertainty. Where only one answer appears, it
means that it was confirmed from all the 4 sets of data; where two answers appear,
it means that results changed with the observed set of data.
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Figure 3.25: Recorder values of SP − PV and OP , as function of time samples,
for eight industrial loops in presence of stiction
Table 3.2: Results from the application of the three techniques
Loop 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
CXY No Yes No Yes No/Unc Yes/Unc Yes Yes
bic2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes/No
Relay Yes Yes/Unc Yes Unc Yes Yes Yes Unc
As synthesis, about the efficiency of different techniques in this application to in-
dustrial data:
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• Cross Correlation detects successfully the stiction on 4 loops, there is a con-
flict for for 2 loops and is not able to detect stiction on 2 loops, imputing the
cause to an external disturbance.
• Bicoherence detects correctly the stiction on 7 loops with a conflict on the
last loop.
• Relay detects stiction on 5 loops; on the remaining 3 loops gives 2 uncertain-
ties and 1 conflict.
Therefore the Bicoherence technique shows its superiority in detecting the pres-
ence of stiction. From a closer examination of output results, the Relay technique
allows to detect the presence of asymmetric stiction in loop 1 and 5. The phe-
nomenon depends on the fact that in these two cases stiction is present only for
positive values of PV (valve opening, or viceversa, according to gain sign).
Two possibilities can be suggested to overcome the cases of uncertainty in taking
decisions:
1. By a simple plant test, i.e. decreasing the controller gain KC , (MV not
available). Referring to figure 3.10, the frequency of the oscillating distur-
bance does not vary (the controller parameters influence only amplitude and
phase), while in case of stiction, a significant decrease in the frequency of the
recorded oscillation is observed.
2. By requiring the availability of MV , as variable to be recorded in the data
acquisition system; in this case, the typical characteristic of stiction is main-
tained, thus allowing its detection [34]. For instance, a direct test on the trend
ofMV = f(OP ), would be able to detect the presence of stiction in a faster
and more efficient way; this is shown in figure 3.26 for loops 5 and 7 (flow
control loops: MV = PV ): the characteristic limit cycle is evident, indicat-
ing without doubt the presence of stiction.
3.5 Stiction index
Once stiction is detected, the procedure must indicate to the operator the strategy
to be implemented choosing between maintenance of the valve and use of com-
pensators (as described for instance in [17] or [18]). To built a performance index
to distinguish between the two cases, characteristic oscillations of OP variable are
analyzed. Similarly to Relay technique, each half-cycle is examined, defining two
values: IAEOP , integral of absolute value of error of the half-cycle, and IAEMAX ,
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Figure 3.26: Examples ofMV = PV = f(OP ) plots for the two flow controllers
in loop 5 and 7; presence of stiction
the maximum value that IAEOP would assume in case of permanent blockage of
the valve. IAEMAX can be evaluated as a function of OP%,M , mean value of con-
troller output on a [0 ÷ 100]% scale and TOSC , duration time of an half-cycle (Eq.
4-13). On the basis of IAEMAX and IAEOP a new index STEST can be defined
(Eq. 4-14), thus estimating quantitatively stiction and helping operators in choosing
the most appropriate intervention.
IAEMAX = TOSC ·min {OP%,M ; 100%−OP%,M} (Eq. 4-13)
ST
(i)
EST =
IAE
(i)
OP
IAE
(i)
MAX
(Eq. 4-14)
ST
(i)
EST index, evaluated for i
th half-cycle, lies in range [0÷ 1]; the larger its value,
the bigger the influence of stiction on collected variables. Using a conservative
approach, the procedure considers as reference the maximum value among indexes
obtained from analysis of all collected half-cycles (Eq. 4-15):
STMAXEST = max
i=1..N
{
ST
(i)
EST
}
(Eq. 4-15)
forN collected half-cycles. The definition of a threshold value is based on following
considerations:
• OP variable shows for all cases of stiction an oscillation, which has an ap-
proximatively triangular wave shape
• it is assumed that stiction can be considered tolerable (use of compensators)
when, because of its presence, oscillations on OP do not reach saturation
conditions
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A value of STMAXEST = 0.5 derives from these two conditions, for lower values
compensation is the suggested solution, for larger values maintenance. Trend of
STMAXEST as function of stiction parameters (S, J) and process parameters (θ, τ) is
shown in figure 3.27.
Figure 3.27: Trends of STMAXEXT as function of stiction (S, J) and process (θ, τ)
parameters
A valve in saturation conditions is associated to all points, whose index is larger
than 0.5; to be noted that this phenomenon is shown for different values of S at
different values of the ratio θ/τ . As a matter of fact, reaching saturation conditions
depends on stiction parameters, but also on active force generated by controller,
which is function of its parameters gain and integral constant. Furthermore, when
S/2J < 1, saturation conditions are reached more easily because of a strong effect
of stiction (large jump of the valve when the motion starts). For all cases, when
the valve is not saturated, the proposed index varies linearly with S, to reach an
asymptote, whose value depend by process dynamic (θ/τ parameters).
This analysis demonstrates the efficacy of the index, which is able to indicate
correctly when maintenance is requested. STMAXEXT can be used also for analysis of
historical data about stiction phenomena: repeating the index evaluation in different
dates and collecting its values, it is possible to study the evolution of stiction. Fur-
thermore, an interpolation of data gives the possibility to estimate the time required
by the valve will to reach the saturation and, as consequence, to plan maintenance
of valves.

Chapter 4
Identification and Retuning
Previous chapters report a methodology to detect poor performing loops: by apply-
ing a classification procedure, the presence of large errors due to improper controller
tuning can be indicated, considering both sluggishness and aggressiveness. What-
ever the case, a procedure to calculate new tuning parameters will be described in
this chapter with the aim of finding a balance between speed in rejecting distur-
bances and robustness to uncertainties.
Tuning of industrial controllers is very often far from optimal, because of the
general philosophy to avoid oscillations (synonym of instability) and therefore to
apply conservative tuning which causes slow responses [37]. This is also a conse-
quence of the fact that standards about the tuning procedure are not strictly enforced
on many plants and left to operators skill. Moreover, even a perfect tuning may be-
come inadequate in the case of changes in operating condition or in the presence of
external perturbations.
For plant subject to frequent changes in operating conditions, there are advan-
tages in introducing changes in controller parameters, as they can be kept closer
to optimal values. Autotuning techniques have this aim, but in their most common
application they require to introduce explicit perturbations in the plant [38], [33],
[5]. This is certainly a drawback, even though the amplitude of the perturbation
(step, relay tests, etc.) can be limited to a minimum, depending on the plant noise.
Also, according to plant dynamics, the duration of the experiments is not negligible
in many cases and this is an important parameter to take into consideration, espe-
cially for techniques which require repetition of experiments to improve process
identification [5].
Nowadays, data acquisition systems give the availability of very large amount
of plant data and this allows the user to assess controller performance from the re-
sponse to an external perturbation entering the plant, without the need of explicit
*Portions of this chapter are published in [7],[35],[36]
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solicitations. In principle it is possible to identify both process and disturbance dy-
namics, by analyzing values of controlled variable, controller output and set-point
value, collected during routine operation. Required additional information are the
controller parameters and the sampling time of collected data, usually available.
The developed procedure is based on three steps: identification of processes
and disturbances with models, calculation of tuning parameters with different tech-
niques, evaluation of the performance the loop would reach adopting new proposed
controllers.
4.1 Identification of Process and Disturbance
The reference scheme for a Single Input Single Output system is here recalled (in
figure 4.1), representing P the process, PD the disturbance and C the controller.
Having excluded static friction problems on the actuator, the valve dynamic will be
neglected in this analysis.
Figure 4.1: Reference scheme for a Single Input Single Output (SISO) system
To evaluate the effect of disturbance d and control action OP on the controlled
output PV , two basic equations can be written (Eq. 5-1 and Eq. 5-2).
PV =
Pd
1 + P · C · d (Eq. 5-1)
PV = Pd · d+ P ·OP (Eq. 5-2)
4.1.1 Linear Least Square technique
In the deterministic case, d can be assumed as a generic step disturbance (i.e. con-
stant); u = u(t) is available as a measurement. If a process and disturbance have
the same dynamics, equation Eq. 5-2 can be simplified. A linear least square (LLS)
technique can be used to solve the problem of finding a model which minimizes the
mean square error (MSE) between collected (PV ) and approximated data (P˜ V ):
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MSE =
∑N
i=1(PVi − P˜ V i)2
N
(Eq. 5-3)
The relationship between inputs (OP ,d) and output PV in discrete form for a
second order plus time delay (SOPTD) process in case of equal dynamic but with
different gains is:
PV (z−1) = P˜ ·OP (z−1) + P˜d · d(z−1) (Eq. 5-4)
where:
P˜ =
b1 · z−1 + b2 · z−1
1 + a1 · z−1 + a2 · z−2 · z
−q (Eq. 5-5)
P˜d =
c1 · z−1 + c2 · z−2
1 + a1 · z−1 + a2 · z−2 (Eq. 5-6)
˙
Eq. 5-4 can be translated for the generic sample k:
PVk =− a1PVk−1 − a2PVk−2 + b1OPk−1−q + b2OPk−2−q+
+ c1dk−1 + c2dk−2
(Eq. 5-7)
with k ranging from k = 3 + q (to start with the first sample OP1), to k = N ;
q = θ/tS is the ratio between time delay and sampling time. The problem can be
stated as:
Pˆ V = A · Γ (Eq. 5-8)
where Pˆ V , is the vector of process output data from sample q+3 to sampleN (Eq.
5-9); A is the array of collected data (both PV and OP ), having for the chosen
model form the following structure with 6 columns and N − 2− q rows (Eq. 5-10),
Γ is the vector of the 6 model parameters (Eq. 5-11).
Pˆ V =
[
PVq+3, PVq+4, . . . , PVN
]T (Eq. 5-9)
A =

PVq+2 PVq+1 OP2 OP1 d2 d1
PVq+3 PVq+2 OP3 OP2 d3 d2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PVN−1 PVN−2 OPN−1−q OPN−2−q dN−1−q dN−2−q
 (Eq. 5-10)
Γ =
[−a1,−a2, b1, b2, c1, c2]T (Eq. 5-11)
In this form, the problem is non linear because of the presence of the term q,
unknown, being a function of process time delay. To solve it with a LLS technique,
values of q are assumed and consequently the Γ array is calculated by:
Γ = (ATA)−1 · AT · Pˆ V (Eq. 5-12)
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Computations are repeated for different values of q, starting from 1 and finish-
ing withN−6, upper limit which guarantees a unique solution to the LLS problem
(greater values will result in a A matrix with less than 6 rows, thus not allowing the
system to evaluate Γ). This brings to a family ofN − 6 models used to generate ap-
proximate output values; the model which gives the lower value ofMSE is chosen
among them. Even tough the large number of LLS application for different q, cal-
culation time is almost negligible, being based only on matrix inversions: generally
of a magnitude order of 20 seconds.
Henceforward, the assumption P = Pd allows an analytical solution to the
problem and this is certainly an advantage with respect to optimization algorithms,
which can bring to local minima; nevertheless this assumption can have a drawback,
with a strong effect on the quality of results, as explained in the sequel.
4.1.2 Simplex method algorithm
A new method is proposed for the case of different dynamics for P and Pd. The
recorded set of data PV is fitted by means of a second order plus time delay
(SOPTD) models, here represented as continuous transfer functions, in order to
put into evidence the physical meaning of parameters :
P˜ =
K · e−θs
τ 2s2 + 2τξs+ 1
; P˜d =
Kd · e−θds
τ 2d s
2 + 2τdξds+ 1
; (Eq. 5-13)
With this choice of models it is possible to approximate both lag and time delay
dominant cases, as well as overdamped or underdamped and higher order responses.
The identification problem can be stated in finding the vector of models parameters
φ = [K, τ, ξ, θ,Kd, τd, ξd, θd] which generates the best fit of collected data, by min-
imizing the mean square error (MSE).
The identification procedure is based on a modified Simplex Method, originally
proposed by Nelder and Mead [39] and described in all analytical details in [40],
where default values for some of the parameters of the original method are sug-
gested (more details in Appendix B). Adopting the simplex method, convergence is
guaranteed, but some strategic choices are required to reduce the possibility for the
algorithm to be stuck in local minima. For this reason the identification procedure
is divided into three steps:
1. research of a suitable initial point to start the algorithm;
2. application of the simplex method for a fixed value ofKd, as it was found that
this has a positive effect in reducing the number of local minima;
3. refinement of results by repeating the simplex algorithm on all the variables
contained in the vector φ, including also Kd.
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As first step, the starting point φ0 is calculated from collected data and a grid
around this point is built; initial values and nodes of the grid are chosen as follows:
• gains: Kd is calculated to obtain max(PV ) = max(P˜ V ); K is roughly
estimated by considering that the steady state of the control action u∞ =
−Kd/K and spanned around this value, being Kd unknown.
• time delays: θd can not be evaluated from collected data, for this reason is
initially assumed equal to zero and changed in the next steps. On the contrary
an overestimation of process delay can be taken as: θ = tMAX , time in which
the process output Y reaches its maximum value.
• dynamic elements: as rough estimation, τd and τ assumed equal to tMAX
and to the settling time of the disturbance rejection, respectively; ξ and ξd are
initially assumed equal to 1.
The initial estimates of parameters are used to build the initial grid; the point of the
grid which generates the minimumMSE is chosen as starting point for the simplex
algorithm.
As second step, the simplex method is used to solve the following sub-problem:
min
φ
{MSE} s.t.
{
Kd =
max(Y )
max(eY )
min{τ, τd, θ, θd, ξ, ξd} > 0
(Eq. 5-14)
The first constraint assures that approximated and recorded data have the same max-
imum; the second constraint guarantees that the parameters are positive, as required
by the physical consistence of process and disturbance dynamics. The problem is
solved by means of the fminsearchMATLAB function, with some modifications to
take into account the presence of constraints, not considered in the original Simplex
algorithm (Appendix B for more details).
In the third step of the procedure, the first of the two constraints in equation
Eq. 5-14 is released (i.e. also Kd can vary) and the modified simplex method is
applied again using as starting point the minimum found at the previous step. This
procedure is certainly more complex than the LLS algorithm and generally requires
longer computation times (about 200 seconds); however times are negligible if com-
pared with typical duration of data acquisition for industrial plants. Anyway, the key
point is that the possibility of taking into account different P and Pd dynamics can
give better results in identification and closed loop performance. This issue will be
discussed in the sequel.
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4.2 Controller design
Once the identification is performed, the design of the new controller becomes the
next step of the procedure. The design of the controller can be different accord-
ing to the acquired knowledge on the process: from the simplest Ziegler-Nichols
tuning rule [13] (based on minimum information), to smart tuning rules (for in-
stance those proposed by Skogestad [41], which require an approximated model),
to model based techniques (which have the objective of minimizing a function of
the error e = r − Y ). In this study, controllers having PI structure, tuned according
to [41] (equation Eq. 5-15; KC : controller gain, τI : integral time) or designed for a
minimum ITAE performance objective (equation Eq. 5-16), will be compared, as
examples of different approach to control design:
Kc =
0.5·τ
K·θ
τI = min{τ, 8θ} (Eq. 5-15)
min
Kc,τI
ITAE = min
Kc,τI
∫
|e(t)| · t · dt (Eq. 5-16)
Whatever the design technique, the goal of identification for control purposes is
to obtain good closed loop performance; its effectiveness has been evaluated by
means of the DITAE index, defined as the Difference between ITAE of different
controllers:
DITAE =
|ITAEM − ITAEP |
ITAEP
(Eq. 5-17)
Suffix {·}M indicates the controller designed on the model, but applied in the real
plant; suffix {·}P the controller (designed by the same technique) based on a per-
fect knowledge of the process. DITAE is a synthetic indication of goodness of
identification for control purposes: values close to zero indicates a correct result,
while larger values corresponds to larger error in modelling. It should be noted that
this index is also an implicit measure of robustness: in case of unstable controllers
for the real process DITAE → ∞, because of the very high value assumed by
ITAEM .
To examineDITAE index, a basic case of First Order Plus Time Delay (FOPTD)
process and disturbance in closed loop with a PI controller will be considered:
P = Pd =
1 · e−10s
10s+ 1
(Eq. 5-18)
DITAE is reported in figure 4.2 as a function of controller parameters (gain KC
and integral time τi).
Similar trends can be obtained varying process and disturbance structure and
parameters; ITAEP corresponds to the minimum value of the function, where
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Figure 4.2: DITAE index, function of controller gainKC and integral time τi
Figure 4.3: Examples of different responses, corresponding to controller parame-
ters shown in figure 4.2
DITAE = 0. Whenever different controller parameters are adopted DITAE in-
creases because of sluggish or oscillating responses (figure 4.3).
4.3 Performance Evaluation
Different indexes are used to evaluate performance of designed controllers; because
of lack of knowledge on real plant dynamic, the models (obtained as described in
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previous sections) must be used. Two indexes were taken from literature: to evaluate
the number of significant oscillations of the disturbance rejection response see [1];
to calculate its sluggishness see [42]. The first technique is described in chapter
2 (sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.2), there used to detect poor performing loops. On
the contrary, the index for detection of sluggishness, named Idle Index II [42],
will be described more in detail in this chapter. A third index is proposed, named
ITAEr [7] (meaning ITAE Ratio): its purpose is to give a criterion to compare
two controllers and particularly to evaluate the improvement in performance due to
a new tuning with respect to the implemented controller.
4.3.1 Idle Index
Only collected data about PV andOP are sufficient for the application of this index
in the nominal case (i.e. without either plant or simulated noise). However, being II
projected for the case of disturbance rejection, also SP values must be collected to
avoid the analysis of set-point tracking responses. Basically, first derivatives of OP
and PV must be considered and the sign of their product evaluated: as example
of application the study case described by Eq. 5-19 can be considered and two
different controllers adopted:
C1 = 0.92 · 25s+ 1
25s
C2 = 0.98 · 12s+ 1
12s
(Eq. 5-19)
Responses with the chosen controllers and the sign of the product between
∂PV/∂t and ∂OP/∂t are depicted in 4.4.
In details, both the sluggish (figure 4.4a) and the fast response (figure 4.4b)
have a starting phase where ∂PV/∂ · ∂OP/∂t < 0: the controller action does not
affect the response before the time delay of the process. Differences appear after
this period, when the two curves decrease with longer or shorter periods where
∂PV/∂t · ∂OP/∂ is positive or negative. Particularly, for sluggish control action
a prevalence of ∂PV/∂t · ∂OP/∂ > 0 is present; instead, for faster controllers
alternate periods of time with different sign are shown: this example indicates a
correspondence between the ∂PV/∂t · ∂OP/∂ sign and sluggishness of controller.
The effect of the sign of the product of derivatives depends on the process gain
sign; in this section the case of positive gain will be considered (for the opposite
case, inverse relations must be adopted). Two parameters are defined, namely T (+)
and T (−) as described by following equations:
T (+) =

T (+) + h if ∂PV
∂t
· ∂OP
∂t
> 0
T (+) if ∂PV
∂t
· ∂OP
∂t
< 0
(Eq. 5-20)
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Figure 4.4: Examples of different speed in rejecting disturbances: a) sluggish
controller, b) faster controller
T (−) =

T (−) + h if ∂PV
∂t
· ∂OP
∂t
6 0
T (−) if ∂PV
∂t
· ∂OP
∂t
> 0
(Eq. 5-21)
where h is the sampling time. These two parameters can be used to define the Idle
Index:
II =
T (+) − T (−)
T (+) + T (−)
(Eq. 5-22)
The index lies in the range [−1 ÷ +1], being T (+) and T (−) ∈ [0,+∞]. For
sluggish responses, where T (+) prevails over T (−), II → +1, for fast responses
II → −1.
Neglecting the knowledge on sign of process gain, which can be easily guessed
by analyzing controller gain, a much subtle problem arises from data corrupted by
noise. Derivatives can be strongly affected by this phenomenon; the implementa-
tion of filters would only change the response dynamic. Henceforward, II has to be
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evaluated on data obtained by simulations where models of process and disturbance
are used, (i.e. the application of the index has to be done after the identification
procedure).
4.3.2 ITAEr index
In case of a perfect control (minimum variance controller [43]) an error in rejecting
disturbance is however present: during the period of time correspondent to process
delay θ the controller action does not influence PV trends. After this period the
controller completely counteract the disturbance, hence SP (t)−PV (t) = 0 ∀t > θ.
As consequence a minimum error in rejecting disturbances can be evaluated as:
ITAELim =
∫ t=t0+θ
t=t0
|e(t)| · t · dt (Eq. 5-23)
The nearer to this limit the ITAE value of the controller whose performance is
evaluated, the better. ITAEr definition is reported in Eq. 5-24.
ITAEr =
ITAEM
(
P˜
)
− ITAELim
ITAEP (P )− ITAELim (Eq. 5-24)
where ITAEP (P ) is the ITAE value of collected data, namely a measure of per-
formance of the controller used on real plant P , and ITAEM(P˜ ) is the ITAE
value associated to the newly tuned controller, whose performance is calculated on
the model of the process P˜ , being impossible to evaluate its behavior on real plant
until its implementation. It is evident that also for ITAEr index a model of the
process and disturbance is necessary; its application requires the implementation of
an identification and retuning procedure.
ITAEr index lies in the range [0 ÷ +∞]: if, thanks to new tuning parame-
ters, a minimum variance controller is obtained, therefore ITAEM ≡ ITAELim ⇒
ITAEr = 0. Excluding the case of a minimum variance controller, if the perfor-
mance obtained with the new tuning improves, the index lies in the range [0÷1]; on
the contrary a deterioration in performance is characterized by ITAEr > 1. In case
of a minimum variance controller already implemented on plant ITAEr can not be
evaluated, being ITAEP ≡ ITAELim and the denominator in Eq. 5-24 equal to
zero. This case is not significant and easily detectable by Idle index, in this case
assuming exactly a -1 value.
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4.4 Simulation results
The identification procedure was applied on the following different types of pro-
cesses and disturbances:
FOPTD : P = K·e
−θs
τs+1
; Pd =
Kd·e−θds
τds+1
SOPTD : P = K·e
−θs
τ2s2+2τξs+1
; Pd =
Kd·e−θds
τ2d s
2+2τdξds+1
HOPTD : P = K·e
−θs
(τs+1)m
; Pd =
Kd·e−θds
(τds+1)
md
(Eq. 5-25)
By appropriate variations of the parameter values it is possible to both cover a
large range of dynamics (overdamped and underdamped, lag and delay dominant)
and analyze situations with a different structure between P and Pd.
Data sets are generated by recording time values of the PV and OP variables
after a step disturbance enters a loop with an active initial PI controller, tuned ac-
cording to the Ziegler-Nichols technique: these data can be viewed either as re-
sulting from the adoption of a sub-optimal controller or from an optimal controller
designed for a different process, the deterioration in performance being due to a
change in the process itself. In both cases, the initial situation represents a sub-
optimal controller: application of the identification algorithms renders a new model
available and results in the design of a new controller.
In the case of equal dynamics, different values of K and Kd gain do not affect
the accuracy of either identification technique. LLS can be formulated (see previ-
ous sections) such that an exact analytical solution (in terms of LLS) is obtained.
For the particular case of FOPTD process and disturbance, the relative error on
parameters value is less than 0.01%, leading to absolutely negligible DITAE er-
rors.
The accuracy of the SPX algorithm is slightly more affected: in the same exam-
ple, the error on values of identified parameters is always less than 4% (maximum in
simulations 3.8%). Values of DITAE are less than 10% (maximum in simulations
8.2%), to indicate good closed loop performance (PI controllers tuned according to
Skogestad tuning rule [41] have been adopted). Almost overlapping responses are
obtained with controllers based on the identified model or on the real process, as
depicted in 4.5.
To verify the applicability of the simplex technique, the effect of different P
and Pd dynamics has also been analyzed; again, a comparison with LLS has been
performed. In this case, a controller designed according to a minimum ITAE per-
formance objective was chosen for both identification techniques. Intensive sim-
ulations have been carried out for a total of around 400 cases with: θ, τ, θd, τd =
1÷ 100, ξ, ξd = 0.1÷ 2 andm,md = 3÷ 5. As general rule, it can be said that for
different process and disturbance dynamics, a general result shows that the simplex
technique is able to provide good identification and closed loop responses, while
LLS is largely affected by differences between P and Pd.
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Figure 4.5: Results of the application of Simplex method with differentKd gains
The result of the particular case of a FOPTD process and disturbance, with
θ = 10 is illustrated in figure 4.6a) and 4.6b).
Figure 4.6: Maps of DITAE values, as a function of the main parameters for
the case of FOPTD process and disturbance (θ = 10): a) LLS technique; b)
Simplex Method
The LLS technique only shows small DITAE values for cases on the diago-
nal (i.e.: τd = τ to indicate equal process and disturbance); but in all other cases,
DITAE values increase rapidly to indicate an evident deterioration of identifica-
tion, which combines with poor performance in the real process; sometimes insta-
bility conditions may occur. It should be pointed out that, according to its definition,
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DITAE values larger than 1 are associated with poor performance deriving from
identification error.
On the contrary the simplex method is able to build a correct model for P and
Pd separating their effects on the recorded disturbance rejection curve, as indicated
by much smaller off-diagonal DITAE values.
Figure 4.7: Application of Simplex and LLS technique: a) τ = 50, τd = 10, b)
τ = 25, τd = 100; initial controller (thin black), optimal controller by LLS (thick
grey), by Simplex (thick black), optimal controller based on real process (dots).
An example of a comparison between SPX and LLS is shown in figure 4.7.
In the first case (a), the scarce identification provided by the LLS technique is
illustrated by the difference between LLS based controller responses (thick grey
line) and those of the optimal one, based on an perfect knowledge of the process
(dots). On the contrary, the Simplex based controller (thick black line) produces an
almost overlapping response with respect to the optimal one. (Relative values of
DITAE are 1.2 vs. 0.05).
In the second case (b), the error obtained by LLS is larger and leads to a very in-
correct model; as a consequence, the response of the controller based on this model
becomes unstable, once applied to the real process. The SPX controller still be-
haves very reasonably. (Relative values of DITAE are 80 vs. 0.68).
Further details regarding the efficiency of the SPX technique can be high-
lighted by analyzing the effect of the ratio θ/τ and of the process structure. Pro-
cesses have been classified in three categories: time delay dominant (θ  τ , namely
θ/τ = 5 ÷ 10), lag dominant (θ  τ , namely θ/τ = 0.1 ÷ 0.25) and intermediate
cases (θ w τ ).
All types of disturbance (equation Eq. 5-25) have been studied for each process
family: minimum DITAE values are obtained for the case of equal model and
process structure. Average and maximum DITAE values are reported in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Average (and maximum) values of DITAE for different process dy-
namics, Simplex Method
Process θ  τ θ w τ θ  τ
FOPTD 0.114 (0.61) 0.048 (0.27) 0.180 (0.67)
SOPTD 0.096 (0.47) 0.087 (0.120) 0.107 (0.71)
HOPTD 0.116 (0.52) 0.109 (0.48) 0.123 (0.75)
From table 4.1 it can be observed that:
• the θ w τ case gives lower DITAE values of (both average and maximum).
• average DITAE values are always small (less than 0.18), indicating very
good identification and closed loop performance.
• the largest maximum value (0.75 for the case of lag dominant high order
process) still indicates good performance.
4.5 Robustness of the procedure
4.5.1 Plant noise
Robustness tests to process noise were performed in simulation by adopting the
Simulink block band limited white noise. Good results were also shown in the
presence of large noise to signal amplitude ratios (' 30%), certainly larger with
respect to most industrial plants. More important is the application described in [7]
on plant data to test its robustness in case of plant noise. The section of the plant
under exam produces SBR (Styrene-Butadiene Rubber); it operates in continuous
even though organized in campaigns, whose duration depends on the operativity of
the plant where the section is included. Here the main reaction of polymerization is
examined, a simplified scheme of the plant is depicted in figure 4.8.
The core of the process is the reactor where the polymerization takes place; it
presents a jacket with a double purpose: in the transitory phase an heating fluid
is processed to help the mass in the reactor to reach the ignition temperature; on
the contrary, in steady state conditions a cooler fluid is feeded to maintain a stable
temperature, compensating the reaction heat.
Temperature of the bulk is the most important variable of the process because of
its influence on the quality of final product. Reagents are preheated properly and a
temperature controller is implemented; its importance is highlighted by the usage of
a derivative action, while all other controller only have proportional-integral com-
ponents. On the reactor a cascade scheme is adopted again to maintain a constant
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Figure 4.8: Simplified scheme of the SBR plant
temperature: the external loop controls the reaction temperature and generates the
set point to the internal loop, acting on the basis of the jacket temperature. This
choice is due to the strict tolerance allowed on temperature of the bulk (±3◦C): a
disturbance in jacket temperature can be counteracted by internal loop rapidly, even
before its effect would affect the external loop.
Furthermore the reactor surface is affected by a fouling phenomenon whose
effect in time is the increasing in circulation of the cold fluid entering in the jacket
to maintain constant the heat transfer.
Data collected in two consecutive days demonstrate that the plant is not heavily
subjected to disturbances; however in the reactor zone two significant oscillations
has been detected. Collected data and simulated responses obtained through the
application of the simplex method are depicted for both disturbances in figure 4.9;
the convergence of the simplex on a perfect fit is evident (gray line).
The gray curves depicted in figure 4.9 are generated by the two models of pro-
cess (P ) and disturbance (Pd) described in equation Eq. 5-26 for the first case and
Eq. 5-27 for the second case.
P =
0.46 · e−10.7s
139.2s2 + 73.6s+ 1
; Pd =
1
30.4s2 + 4.2s+ 1
(Eq. 5-26)
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Figure 4.9: Application of the simplex method on two disturbances: collected data
in black; simplex method response in gray
P =
0.56 · e−1.8s
1641.87s2 + 166.94s+ 1
; Pd =
1
127.91s2 + 13.34s+ 1
(Eq. 5-27)
The minimum ITAE controller, designed on the models, could bring to a faster
disturbance rejection; a forecast of the obtainable performance is depicted in figure
4.10 for the two cases.
Figure 4.10: Application of the minimum ITAE controller based on models with
addition of simulated noise: in black collected data, in gray obtainable perfor-
mance.
The second case shows a large improvement due to a different tuning; however
in case of small time delay (equation Eq. 5-27) the minimum ITAE controller may
bring to small gain and phase margins (see [44]), thus generating large sensitivity to
process uncertainty. Henceforward, a more detailed analysis on this issue has been
accomplished as described in the following section.
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4.5.2 Robustness to process uncertainty
A more important issue is robustness to process uncertainty: it is evident that in-
accurate models can generate controllers with poor robustness, whatever the tuning
rule or design technique. Nevertheless, even a perfect identification can cause a low
robustness if the controller is too aggressive, according to the adopted design/tuning
technique. Owing to their low order structure, the PI controllers adopted in our
case, can not be pushed to optimal performance and therefore have some intrinsic
robustness to model error, but the problem is still present. Estimation of process
uncertainty from collected data is not easy to perform. It is much simpler to evalu-
ate gain (GM ) and phase (PM ) margins of the controller designed on the identified
model and, if low values are found, improve robustness by changing tuning or de-
sign technique.
Figure 4.11: Variations of Gain Margin (a) and Phase Margin (b) for controllers
designed for minimum ITAE, as a function of τ/θ and τd/θ; (log scales).
This point has been intensively evaluated in [44] and [45], for different con-
troller structures and design specifications. Among other things, it is highlighted
that controllers designed on the basis of minimizing an error function can be sen-
sitive to robustness problems; in particular, the minimum ITAE controller is more
robust when designed for set-point tracking, while lower values of GM and PM
are obtained for disturbance rejection. An evaluation of GM and PM has been per-
formed for the case of PI controllers designed for disturbance rejection across the
entire range of P and Pd dynamics (figure 4.11): it has been confirmed that lowGM
and PM values can be obtained for the case of lag dominant disturbances (τd > θ).
In the case of set-point tracking, where the disturbance dynamic is not important,
GM and PM have been analyzed as a function of τ/θ: it is confirmed that also in this
case, the controller may show poor robustness, for lag dominant processes (τ > θ).
As a conclusion from the previous analysis, robustness must be explicitly taken
into account when designing the controller, and this can be done by introducing a
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constraint on acceptable gain and phase margin values. The objective function is
modified as:
min
C
∫
|e(t)| · t · dt s.t.
{
GM > G¯M
PM > P¯M
(Eq. 5-28)
where G¯M and P¯M are the gain and phase margin boundaries respectively, which
can be defined by the operator depending on knowledge of the plant and on the
desired response. Implications of robustness constraints on controller design is il-
lustrated in figure 4.12: when one of the two constraints becomes active, controller
parameters are selected to respect the desired robustness margin.
Figure 4.12: Implications of constraints on Gm (a: G¯M = 1.6) and on Pm (b:
P¯M = 30) in the design of minimum ITAE controllers, as a function of τ/θ and
τd/θ (log scales); gray layer: without; black mesh: with.
Figure 4.13: Disturbance rejection for minimum ITAE controllers with con-
straints on GM and PM (thick line) and without constraints(thin line with dots).
The effect of this modification on closed loop performance, for the disturbance
rejection case, is only shown when the original controller has poor robustness and
therefore the constraint becomes active, i.e. in the case of lag dominant distur-
bance. Some significant results are presented in figure 4.13, for the case: τ =
10, τd = 10, 50, 100; Gain and Phase Margins are respectively equal to: GM =
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2.09, 1.37, 1.17, PM = 54.7, 22.4, 12.2, for unconstrained controllers and to: GM >
2;PM > 30, for constrained controllers.
It can be seen that the respect of constraints has no effect at all on the response
in many cases. For the case of large τd, the ITAE optimal response given by the
unconstrained controller, is faster but strongly oscillating, while respect of con-
straints generates a slower, but practically more desirable, response (even though
it remains suboptimal according to the ITAE criterion). Therefore respect of ro-
bustness criteria does not seem to negatively affect the proposed identification and
design procedure.

Chapter 5
Design of a software package
For each of the studied techniques a relevant issues was about their application on
real plants and their usage by people which will not be interested in understanding
background theories. It has to be developed a friendly interface software organized
in a module sequence easy to be implemented with few simple instructions. The
main purpose of this software, named PCU , acronym for Plant Check Up, is to give
operators a standard procedure for the application of studied techniques to classify
loops behavior and to discover sources of low performance. The software can be
applied either on plant data sets or simulated data sets; for this reason it can be used
also as demonstrative or educational tool.
5.1 General overview of PCU package
To develop this software the MATLAB programming language was adopted for
several reasons. Principally it has some advantage with respect to other high level
programming languages as well as Visual Basic and Visual C++ which do not have
built-in functions, whose application simplify calculations. For instance the Sim-
plex method, implemented with few modifications to the MATLAB function fmin-
search.m, would require a complete sequence of commands in new subroutines with
other languages. Furthermore, from 5.3 version, MATLAB gives the possibility of
using a Graphical User Interface (GUI) with all the standard graphical controls,
covering all advantages Visual Basic and Visual C++ had, thanks to their easy pro-
cedure to build friendly interface programs. Simulink additional components are not
used, substituting them with faster procedures, not based on differential equations
(as Simulink does) but developed in discrete domain to obtain, as consequence, a
lower calculation time.
Certainly it must be considered that a high level programming language has
*Portions of this chapter are published in [46] [47] and its extended version [35]
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a main drawback in its complexity and as consequence applicability on DCS or
PLC, where used.
Simplifying, internalDCS and PLC structures are composed by a motherboard
connected directly with alimentation, CPU and I/O (Input/Output) slots, connected
with other I/O boards which dialogue directly with the plant, as shown in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Motherboard scheme and I/O board connections
With this structure, and considering that for instance PLCs must be built and
programmed as IEC1131-1 normative describes, only a simplified high level lan-
guage, very similar to a simple PASCAL, can be adopted. The programming lan-
guage, called structured text, can only assess: bit/words assignments, IF-THEN-
ELSE cycles, WHILE-REPEAT cycles etc.. Obviously MATLAB built-in functions
can not be used directly with this structure and only an off-line application can be
performed. For on-line procedures the software must be translated in commands
of a lower level language. The off-line application has its advantages: a general
overview of all considered control loops performances can be done and, repeating
the procedure, the status of the plant can be monitored in time. Of course an on-line
application allows the operator to intervene immediately whenever a low perfor-
mance source is discovered. The system described in the sequel is designed for an
off-line application, further developments will be done in future to adapt it to on-
line application.
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The software scheme is described in figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: General scheme of the system divided by modules organization
All packages and tools will be described more in detail in this chapter; here a
brief summary is reported. The system can be divided in three parts to be imple-
mented in sequence:
• Data acquisition: this section is to be used to import data directly in a format
recognizable by MATLAB from Excel files, chosen as templates because of
their wide diffusion.
• Diagnosis of loops performances: this section can be subdivided into three
modules: the first of them is used to exclude from analysis good performing
loops, the second to find oscillating loops and the third to detect stiction.
• Report and countermeasure: at this point of the application of the software,
loops are completely classified and a report is produced. If the cause of low
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performance is due to controller tuning a I&R (Identification and Retuning)
tool can be applied. If the problem resides in a stuck actuator, a stiction index
can be evaluated. For other cases a more detailed analysis must be done both
on control loop and plant units.
Only main file named pcu.m is shown directly into the main folder of the pro-
gram; all other files are divided in three subfolders: loopanalysis subfolder which
contains files relative to the application of Module 1 and Module 2; stiction sub-
folder with files relative to the application of Module 3 and finally controller sub-
folder with files the system needs to implement I&R tool. To launch the program
the user only needs to select the folder which contains the pcu.m file as Current
Directory in MATLAB and type pcu in the Command window. After this, all oper-
ations can be done by following indications the system provides through graphical
windows, as explained more in detail in next sections.
5.2 Data acquisition and management
The program starts importing in MATLAB collected data sets for off-line analysis:
this operation must be done correctly to avoid errors in application of the software.
In particular data sets must be well organized in a fixed structure, defined in a Excel
template.
For this reason, initially a detailed description of simple rules for the organiza-
tion of the Excel file will be reported and an example of the template to be used will
be provided. The second step of the procedure is to activate the main window of
the software (called Navigation Window): the button to acquire data is the only one
enabled, forcing users to open the Data Acquisition window. If Excel file is well
organized, MATLAB can handle all imported data building vectors and matrixes,
which will be recalled by other files; otherwise an error message will be shown and
the system will return to the Navigation Window. Users only need to follow pro-
cedures as shown by the graphical interface, no parameters must be defined in this
section.
5.2.1 Excel file template for data-sets
Before starting the procedure, data sets must be properly stored in an Excel file with
all information about loops, required by the system for all analysis. In particular
set point (SP ), controlled variable (PV ) and control output (OP ) values must be
collected; when possible also manipulated variable (MV ) should be imported in
the Excel template. Other variables the system needs are: control range; ultimate
frequency (or its approximation evaluated as explained by Ha¨gglund [1]); control
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parameters as well as gain, integral time and, in case of PID structures, derivative
time and filtering constant; the sampling time value.
All information must be stored in a fixed scheme equal to the one shown in
figure 5.3:
Figure 5.3: Example of the Excel Template where data sets are stored
As general rule, gray columns are fixed and should not be modified, unless users
want to adapt the sequence of numbers in the first column to the amount of collected
data of the single variable. Four columns are dedicated to each loop, containing in
a fixed sequence set point, controller output, manipulated variable and controlled
variable. IfMV in unknown a series of zeros should be written on its relative col-
umn.
Below data sets, a portion of the Excel template is dedicated to all the other vari-
ables: infCTRL and supCTRL represent labels respectively for lower and upper
limits of the control range; wu is the ultimate frequency of the system; Kc, Ti,
Td, Fil are controller parameters (gain, integral time, derivative time and filtering
constant) and Ts the sampling time. If wu is unknown, users can choose between
two options: either using its estimation proposed by Ha¨gglund [1] or leaving empty
the relative cell.
Obviously this template can not be adapted easily to on-line application of the
software, a further step in a development of an industrial tool will be done to gen-
erate a more versatile interface to collect data.
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5.2.2 Data Acquisition Window
Once the Excel file is ready, users can launch the software by typing in the MAT-
LAB command window the word pcu. The NavigationWindow will appear as show
in figure 5.4:
Figure 5.4: Navigation Window
The only possible choice is to press the Import Data button, thus selecting the
Channel Activation window, whose main purpose is to open the channel between
MATLAB and Excel to import data (figure 5.6).
This graphical window shows a brief summary of the operation the user needs
to follow. The first step allows the system to open the Excel file containing data
from plant; then, pressing the Browse button, the file path can be defined directly as
shown in figure 5.6.
Once the file is selected the Verify Channel button in Channel Activation Win-
dow is enabled: by pressing it the software compares names between the opened
Excel file and the selected one in the Browse window. If a correspondence is not
found the system shows a red string (Inactive channel) and does not allow the user
to proceed to next steps. Otherwise, the channel is activated and data sets can be
imported in MATLAB environment by pressing the Acquistion Data button. At the
end of this operation the system returns to the Navigation window activating the
Module 1 button.
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Figure 5.5: Channel Activation window: used to import data in MATLAB envi-
ronment
Figure 5.6: Browse window which allows users to select Excel files containing
data sets
5.3 Module 1: loop performance evaluation
This module receives data sets imported by Excel files and all information about
control loops as input. The output is a first classification of loops labelling them as:
• Good performance: loops which are affected only by plant noise and conse-
quently do not require further analysis
• Oscillating: loops with a sequence of more than 10 peaks in IAEMod, as
requested by Ha¨gglund technique [1] (see chapter 2).
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• Sluggish: loops with significant errors but without a sequence of peaks.
.
Module 1 is activated by pressing the relative button in the navigation window
and the window depicted in figure 5.7 is opened.
Figure 5.7: Module 1: Anomalous Loops window
Users only need to insert a proper value for Ha¨gglund parameter a as described
in chapter 2 (default value is chosen as 0.01) and press the ODT/SDT Evaluation
button, whereODT means Oscillation Detection Technique and SDT Sluggishness
Detection Technique.
In the lower section a graph is reported, where PV and SP values for all loops
are depicted: a vertical scroll bar allows the user to change loop; an horizontal scroll
bar moves abscissa, zoomed by + and - buttons. If the user wants to exclude some
loops because of a wrong collection of data (system failures, shutdown or start-up
of the plant etc.), the box labelled Exclude from analysis can be selected.
In the section labelled Anomalous Loop, two bar graphs are shown; the first one
relative to the ODT index, the second one to the SDT index: when bars overcome
the gray line an anomaly is detected; otherwise the loop under exam is considered
with good performance. Under graphs a short summary of the result of the applica-
tion of this module is reported.
If, during the analysis, for some loops the ultimate frequency was not known and
not written in the Excel file, the software opens for each of them a window (figure
5.8) in which the error SP − PV and IAEMod peaks from Ha¨gglund technique [1]
are depicted.
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Figure 5.8: IAElim selection in case of unknown ωU
The user can choose a value for IAELim varying it on the basis of their ex-
perience to set a good threshold value to establish the level of significance of os-
cillations; a graphical confirmation can be obtained by refreshing graphs with the
relative button.
5.4 Module 2: properly oscillating loops
Once Module 1 has been processed, the system enables the Module 2 button on
the Navigation Window (figure 5.4), which allows the user to perform time domain
and frequency domain analysis on loops tagged oscillating by module 1. The re-
sult is a further classification: damped oscillations (due to aggressive controllers);
oscillations characterized by a predominant frequency (due to different causes to
be detected in next steps of the procedure); oscillations due to the combination of
different frequency channels (not regular disturbances).
Module 2 is activated similarly to Module 1 by pressing the relative button in
the navigation window, thus opening the window depicted in figure 5.9.
Users have not to make operations in this module; application of time and fre-
quency domain techniques is completely automatic as well as indications on damp-
ing and frequency channels of the oscillation. However results can be modified on
the basis of operator knowledge; hence the system can be properly forced selecting
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Figure 5.9: Module 2: Oscillation Analysis
the option field named Damped, thus choosing the application of the I&R tool on
loop under exam, or Not Damped, thus excluding controller tuning as source of poor
performance. Similarly to Module 1 graphical window, a vertical scroll bar can be
used to select loops and a brief summary of Module 2 results is reported.
By pressing the button named Show Frequency Plots, Module 2 window is en-
larged showing also information on frequency channels of the signal (figure 5.10).
Power Spectra of signals are shown in the Frequency Plot graph, whose abscissa is
represented in a log scale to highlight also low frequency peaks. Fields under graph
report maximum value of the Power Spectrum and its corresponding frequency.
5.5 Module 3: stiction detection tools
Module 3 can be applied over loops classified as oscillating with a predominant
frequency to distinguish among stiction on actuators, sinusoidal disturbances or
marginal stability conditions. Module 3 button on Navigation window will open the
relative graphical window (reported in figure 5.11).
A plot of the error (SP − PV ) is again shown together with the vertical scroll
bar usable to select the loop to be analyzed.
Buttons in the lower section allows the user to choose a technique amongMV
versusOP comparison, Cross Correlation, Bichoerence, Relay Technique. For each
of them a graphical verification is obtained as shown for instance in figure 5.12 for
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Figure 5.10: Module 2: Oscillation Analysis with frequency analysis
a case of stiction.
Under graphs, indexes relative to the chosen technique are reported; for MV
versus OP comparison (figure 5.12a), a warning is shown advising users that PV
substitutesMV when the latter variable is not known. In relay technique plot (fig-
ure 5.12d) all approximating curves are depicted and the vertical scroll bar can be
used to look at different half-cycles of the oscillation. A summarizing string (either
Stiction orDisturbance orUncertainty) is displayed in gray fields over graph (figure
5.11) as results of the application of each technique.
A control valve is automatically labelled sticky when at least two of the listed
techniques indicate it (filling the Stiction check box, otherwise empty). However,
this box can be selected by the user to force the system in associating loop under
exam to a stiction problem and to evaluate a Stiction Index in next steps.
Users can choose to return to Module 2 and modify results by forcing the soft-
ware as explained in previous section, or to proceed to the final report. In the latter
case, if some loops have not been examined by Module 3, the system produces a
warning as shown in figure 5.13.
5.6 Report and countermeasures
Application of the three Modules in sequence allows the user to diagnose com-
pletely the cause of poor performance for all considered loops. A report can be
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Figure 5.11: Module 3: Stiction Analysis
Figure 5.12: Examples of results of stiction techniques: a)MV versus OP com-
parison, b) Cross Correlation, c) Bichoerence, d) Relay Technique.
shown by pressing relative button on Navigation Window, which opens a graphical
window similar to the one depicted in figure 5.14.
To facilitate the reading of results by users, loops are listed in packets of six
selected by Previous 6 loops/Next 6 loops buttons. Excluding the column containing
loop numbers, only two columns are filled: the first quotes information about the
monitoring phase (good/poor performance); the second about the diagnosis phase.
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Figure 5.13: Example of warning message for not examined loop
Figure 5.14: Examples of Report Window
The system can choose among nine labels to be used to fill the diagnosis column:
• Excluded: for loops that users do not want to analyze selecting the checking
box Exclude from Analysis in figure 5.7.
• Sluggish C.: controller is acting too slowly, large errors are detected by SDT
software through the application of Module 1 (figure 5.7).
• Aggressive C.: an aggressive tuning is adopted for this loop, detected by
ODT software in Module 1 (figure 5.7) and damping analysis in Module 2
(figure 5.9).
• Not Regular Disturbance: detected in oscillating loops whose frequency
content is composed by a mixture of different signals not prevailing on each
other (Module 2, figure 5.9).
• Stiction: oscillating loops (Module 1) with a predominating frequency (Mod-
ule 2) for which a problem on actuator is revealed by the application of several
techniques listed in figure 5.11 (Module 3).
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• Disturbance: for loops processed as the previous case but with clear evidence
of a sinusoid oscillation or absence of non-linearities.
• Possibility of MS: for loops not belonging either to stiction or to disturbance
cases, however showing a frequency near ωU or its estimation.
• Not Examined: tag used for all loops, labelled as oscillating by Module 2,
which are not processed by Module 3.
• Junk: every loop not belonging to one of the previous definitions goes into
a Junk; for these cases a plant analysis or specific tests must be performed to
diagnose the cause of poor performance.
When a new tuning can solve the problem (aggressive controller, sluggish con-
troller, marginal stability conditions), on the right side of the diagnosis field an I&R
button is depicted; by pressing it, the identification of a model and retuning of the
controller can be performed. Similarly a Stiction Index button is shown for loops
affected by stiction; for the other cases no buttons are displayed.
The Print Report button transforms the Report Window in a printable version
and automatically opens the dialogue window with installed printers.
5.6.1 I&R tool
For loops, whose poor performance is due to controller tuning, the I&R button ap-
pears in Report Window (figure 5.14) and opens the I&R Tool Window shown in
figure 5.15.
Figure 5.15: Examples of I&R Tool Window; identification phase
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Firstly the system identifies a model of process and disturbance applying Sim-
plex method as described in chapter 4. Automatically a first estimation of time
delay, maximum value of PV and an estimation of OP value in stationary condi-
tions are evaluated and shown under graphs; however the operator can also write
different values in related fields using his plant knowledge.
Users can follow the proper sequence of operations by pressing buttons listed
in the Action section and enabled only after the conclusion of the previous analysis.
The Identification button starts the Simplex method procedure, which finishes dis-
playing on the same graph collected PV data and evaluated PV response based on
the model (example in figure 5.16).
Figure 5.16: Examples of I&R Tool Window; results of identification phase
Simultaneously, because of availability of models for process and disturbance
obtained in the previous step, Retuning button is enabled; retuning phase can start
and figure 5.17 is shown.
Users can select techniques to be applied through check boxes, and for the case
of Objective Function, both for PI and PID controllers, there is the possibility to
choose the function error to be minimized in a popup menu composed by ITAE,
ISE, IAE labels. To guarantee a proper transfer function for PID controllers, filter
constant must be inserted in related fields by users. By default the system chooses
a value equal to Ti/10, indicating with Ti the integral constant of the initially used
controller. The Start button applies selected tuning techniques; however, as a first
step, gain and phase margin limitations are requested:
By default a gain margin of 1.6dB and a phase margin of 30˙ are chosen. Users
can change those values considering that controllers, obtained through unconstrained
minimization of an error function, could be not robust when applied on real process
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Figure 5.17: Examples of I&R Tool Window; starting the retuning phase
Figure 5.18: Examples of I&R Tool Window; defining gain and phase margin
([45] and [44]).
When calculations for tuning techniques are accomplished, the Performance
button in I&R Tool window (figure 5.15) is enabled: by pressing it the performance
of all designed controllers is evaluated (an example is shown in figure 5.19).
Closed loop responses, displayed in the I&R Tool window in the performance
evaluation phase, are obtained by using designed controllers in a feedback scheme
with models of process and disturbance. Similarly to the error graph, depicted in
figure 5.7, the +/− buttons allow the user to zoom in and out. Check boxes on
the right side of the graph, when pressed, highlight the response of the selected
controller by increasing its thickness and contemporaneously all values listed be-
low the graph are updated. In the first column, performance indexes are reported:
ITAEr, to evaluate the improvement of the chosen controller with respect to the
initially used (Rossi et al. [7]); Oscillation and IdleIndex, to classify the behavior
of the selected controller (respectively Ha¨gglund [1], Ha¨gglund [42]); gain margin
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Figure 5.19: Examples of I&R Tool Window; performance evaluation
and phase margin (Ho et al. [45], Ho et al. [44]), to check robustness to process
uncertainties. Second column only shows controller parameters (for PI controllers
Derivative Constant and Filter Constant fields are filled with zero values).
After checking controller performance users can press the Return to Report but-
ton, thus having the possibility of examining other loops.
5.6.2 Stiction Index Tool
For loops to whom stiction is associated, there is the possibility to evaluate a Stiction
Index. An Excel template is again provided for historical data of each loop:
Figure 5.20: Excel template for Stiction Index evaluation
The first three columns report year/month/day values, referred to the stiction
index value indicated in column four: all numbers are automatically updated by
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the system. Users only need to open the Excel file relative to the loop under exam
before starting this analysis.
The Stiction Index Window, which is opened by pressing the relative button in
the Report Window (figure 5.14) is depicted in figure 5.21.
Figure 5.21: Stiction Index Window
In a first section the stiction index value for collected data is evaluated and a
suggestion between Maintenance and Compensation is reported. To update the ex-
cel file relative to the examined loop the user again needs to open it and to press the
Browse button: only in case of a properly opened channel between Excel and MAT-
LAB (Verify button) the OK button is enabled. By pressing it a graph, reporting
historical and actual values of stiction index, is shown with a best-fit trend, chosen
amongst functions listed in the Trend section. A message about the estimated period
of time the valve needs to reach saturation is also shown in order to organize future
maintenances.
Chapter 6
Extension to the MIMO processes
Over the last two decades, monitoring control loop performance has been addressed
in several ways and several performance indices have been proposed (see [49] for
a good survey). Different causes for low loop performance such as improper con-
troller tuning, sensor faults, valve non-linearities have been identified [50, 51]. An
important cause that demands attention in addition to these causes is the presence
of interactions among loops. A key impact of the interaction on the loop perfor-
mance is the propagation of the effects of other causes that deteriorate the loop
performance, thereby corrupting other loops.
A multivariate (MIMO) system can be schematized with a matrix of transfer
functions P, not necessary square, where diagonal elements represent the process
transfer functions and off-diagonal elements (Pij , i 6= j) represent the interaction
transfer functions (see figure 6.1 for a reference scheme). When an excitation affects
a loop i, some effect is also present on another loop j depending on the interaction
transfer function Pij .
Figure 6.1: Reference scheme for aMIMO NxN system
*Portions of this chapter are published in [48]
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The Relative Gain Array (RGA) is often used to describe the level of interaction
among loops, for instance in [52]. However, it has two key limitations: (i) a model
of the process must be known and consequentially the RGA measure depends on
the model uncertainty [53] and (ii) RGA gives only a measure of stability once
loops are closed and no indication on the real interaction among them.
Therefore, a novel approach is proposed, which does not use an explicit process
model, but instead directly uses routine operating data. Once the loops that are
suspected to interact are selected, the proposed method can be used to assess the
level of interaction.
Among all types of excitations, the set-point excitation is most preferred since it
allows us to obtain PV as a function only of P and matrix containing the controller
transfer functions C. The effect of the disturbance transfer function Pd, which may
cloud the interaction measure, is thus avoided.
6.1 Methodology to measure interactions
6.1.1 Interaction Index
The proposed technique is performed in the time domain and the error signal e=SP-
PV is considered as input of the Ha¨gglund technique ([1]) to built a modified IAE.
It has to be reminded that the trend of IAE is composed by peaks which start at
each zero crossing of the error signal and reach a relative maximum before the next
zero crossing.
The use of this new variable allows us to magnify the difference between exci-
tations (bigger peaks) and noise (smaller peaks) taking into account both the ampli-
tude of the error and the duration between two consecutive zero crossings. Further-
more, the comparison of IAE peaks can be directly used to evaluate the amount
of interaction between loops. To analyze only peaks due to excitations, a technique
for the detection of outliers is applied [54]. This technique analyzes maxima of
each peak; maxima of noise peaks generate a cluster from which the maxima of
excitation peaks are excluded (figure 6.2).
In case of interactions, a set-point change will generate a peak in IAE trends in
the two loops under examination almost at the same time. Considering the unknown
time delays of the interaction path, it is impossible to establish the exact gap which
occurs between the two peaks. To overcome this problem a time windows is chosen
considering the duration of the source peak: defining t0 as the time in which the set
point change starts and t1 to be the time at which the corresponding peak reaches
its maximum, the time horizon th for the time window can be evaluated as follows:
th = t0 + a · (t1 − t0) (Eq. 5-1)
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Figure 6.2: Example of Excitation Peak and Cluster of Noise peaks
where the parameter a is set equal to 4 by default. With this value, the time delay
of the interaction (θI) is generally over-estimated:
• t1 − t0 is the time gap in which the controlled variable reaches the set-point
value for the first time and corresponds to an overestimation of θP ;
• under the hypothesis of similar values of θI and θP , the choice a = 4 allows
one to obtain for a majority of cases a time horizon bigger than θI .
However the value of a can be changed easily by the operator to analyze the effect
of the time window horizon on the interaction measure.
An interaction index (IM : Interaction Measure) can be evaluated analyzing the
IAE trend over this user-specified time window:
IMi,j = 1− IAESP
IAESP + IAEI
(Eq. 5-2)
where SP and I indicate respectively the loop affected by the set point change and
the interacting loop. IM lies between [0 1] and a strong interaction is associated
with higher values.
A “fuzzy” interpretation of the interaction can be proposed for both the indexes
as shown in table 6.1. Particularly important is the limit of 0.5; for the IMi,j > 0.5
a set-point change in a loop i affect other loops more than loop i itself.
It should be noted that the this method has a limitation: it can not estimate cor-
rectly the interaction when set-point activity in a loop and a disturbance in another
loop coincide. However, if different set-point changes are present in the data set, the
application of the technique for each change reduces the importance of the problem.
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Table 6.1: Association between interaction measure and values of the two indexes
IM Interpretation
[0 0.125] No Interaction
[0.125 0.25] Low Interaction
[0.25 0.375] Medium Interaction
[0.375 0.5] High Interaction
[0.5 1] Very High Interaction
6.1.2 Controller Performance Index
Applying the index described above the amount of interaction can be easily esti-
mated; in case of high interaction a different index must be evaluated to understand
if adopting a new tuning of implemented controllers will suffice to improve the per-
formance or the adoption of a more advanced structure will be requested. For this
purpose, a new Controller Performance Index (CPI) is here defined.
The CPI is proposed on the basis of the response to a set-point change. Given a
set-point change, under minimum variance control, after θP + t0, the error immedi-
ately reaches zero, where t0 is the time in which the set-point change starts and θP
the time delay of the process. Suppose a minimum error emin is associated with this
case. If not under minimum variance control a residual error is still present until the
controlled variable reaches the settling time. Denote the error in such a case by etot.
The CPI is then defined as,
CPI =
etot − emin
etot + emin
(Eq. 5-3)
If etot is near to the minimum achievable, the controller has a good performance and
CPI is near zero. If etot  emin, the controller has a poor performance and CPI
is near to one. Given the fact that the minimum variance controller is an idealistic
case and of little practical use [55] and considering the presence of interaction, a
threshold value of CPI = 0.5 is chosen. Below this value of CPI , retuning would
be practically of little benefit. On the other hand, a low value of the CPI with
a high value of IM implies that the present controller configuration yields good
performance but unable to handle interactions. Therefore, a structural change may
be necessary.
To evaluate the CPI , the time delay of the process θP must be estimated. The
recorded response PV to the set-point change in closed loop can be approximated
by a open loop response to a step-test P˜ V . Choosing a second order model P˜
and varying its parameters, it is possible to find the best approximation in the least
square sense. The obtained model will not have any physical meaning: it is used
only to generate a good estimate of the time-delay (for the same reason the order of
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the model is not critical). Assuming a fixed value for the time delay q = θP/h with
h sampling time and defining n the length of the data set, it is possible to generate
the best approximation of PV in the least square sense:
PV (z−1) =
b1z
−1−q + b2z−2−q
a1z−1 + a2z−2 + 1
· SP (z−1) (Eq. 5-4)
PVk = b1rk−1−q + b2rk−2−q − a1PVk−1 − a2PVk−2 (Eq. 5-5)
PVq+3
PVq+4
...
PVn

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
y

−PVq+2 −PVq+1 SP2 SP1
−PVq+3 −PVq+2 SP3 SP2
...
...
...
...
−PVn−1 −PVn−2 SPn−1−q SPn−2−q

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M

a1
a2
b1
b2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
p
(Eq. 5-6)
p = (MTM)−1MT · y (Eq. 5-7)
Varying the value of q, the array of the model parameters p can be estimated as
shown in equation Eq. 5-7 and the approximating signal can be built using equation
Eq. 5-5.
Among all models P˜ = f(q,p), the one that generates the lowest error in the
least square sense is associated with the best estimation of θP .
6.2 Comparison with the RGA methodology
The advantage of using the IAE technique instead of the RGA can be easily
demonstrated with an examination of a 2x2MIMO system in three different situa-
tions : a) a diagonally dominant system (equation Eq. 5-8); b) off-diagonal elements
with bigger gains and slow dynamic (equation Eq. 5-9); c) off-diagonal elements
with lower gains and fast dynamic (equation Eq. 5-10).
[
PV1
PV2
]
=
 1.510s+ 1 0.560s+ 1−0.6
40s+ 1
2
15s+ 1
 · [OP1
OP2
]
(Eq. 5-8)
[
PV1
PV2
]
=
 −0.610s+ 1 260s+ 11.5
40s+ 1
0.5
15s+ 1
 · [OP1
OP2
]
(Eq. 5-9)
[
PV1
PV2
]
=
 1.540s+ 1 0.515s+ 1−0.6
10s+ 1
2
60s+ 1
 · [OP1
OP2
]
(Eq. 5-10)
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In the first case (figure 6.3), bothRGA (RGA1,2 = 0.09 and the IAE technique
(IM1,2 = 0.01, IM2,1 = 0.03) indicate correctly a low interaction. Also in the
second case (figure 6.4) both techniques give a correct interpretation of the problem
indicating a strongly interacting system (RGA12 = 0.91, IM12 = 0.52 and IM21 =
0.44). On the contrary, in the third case (figure 6.5c) the RGA, which is not able to
consider the effect of time constants, indicates wrongly the absence of interaction
(RGA12 = 0.09); instead the IAE technique reveals correctly a medium-strong
interaction (IM12 = 0.28, IM21 = 0.39).
Figure 6.3: Diagonally dominant system: a) set-point (SP) and controlled vari-
able (PV) values; b) IAE trends
6.3 Simulation Results
SeveralMIMO systems were analyzed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed techniques. Here three of them are described:
• The first example is a distillation column described in [56]; it has been chosen
for its high level of interaction. Two different decentralized PI controllers
will be tested.
• The second is a distillation column described in [57]; here a decentralized PI
controller will be compared with the case of a steady state decoupler
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Figure 6.4: Off-diagonal elements with bigger gains: a) set-point (SP) and con-
trolled variable (PV) values; b) IAE trends
Figure 6.5: Off-diagonal elements with faster dynamic: a) set-point (SP) and
controlled variable (PV) values; b) IAE trends
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• The third is a distillation column described in [58]; in this case a decentralized
PI controller will be compared with anMPC.
6.3.1 Marlin column
The scheme of the column is depicted in figure 6.6: the two potential manipulated
variables are the reflux (FR) and reboiler steam (FV ) flow rates; distillate and bot-
tom compositions (xD and xB respectively) are the controlled variables; the feed
composition (xF ), depending on upstream operations, cannot be adjusted i.e. it is a
disturbance variable.
Figure 6.6: Scheme of the Marlin 2x2 strongly interacting column
The process transfer functions are:
[
xD
xB
]
=
 0.0747e
−3s
12s+ 1
−0.0667e−2s
15s+ 1
0.1173e−3.3s
11.7s+ 1
−0.1253e−2s
10.2s+ 1
 · [FR
FS
]
+
 0.07e
−5s
14.4s+ 1
1.3e−3s
12s+ 1
 · xF (Eq. 5-11)
It should be noted that the gains, time constant and time delay for diagonal and off-
diagonal elements are similar indicating a strongly interacting system. Furthermore,
the effect of xF , being only a disturbance, will not be considered in this analysis,
based only on set point changes. A detailed description of the process are reported
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in [56], the suggested PI decentralized controller are C1 for loop 1 and C2 for loop
2:
C1 =
10.4 · (9s+ 1)
9s+ 1
; C2 =
−6.8 · (6.1s+ 1)
6.1s+ 1
; (Eq. 5-12)
Some set-point changes are introduced to analyze the presence of interaction as
depicted in figure 6.7a; the correspondent IAE trends are reported in 6.7b.
Figure 6.7: Marlin Column: a) set-point (SP) and controlled variable (PV) values;
b) IAE trends
The interaction is obviously present: IM1,2 = 0.47 and IM2,1 = 0.43 indi-
cate correctly that the system has an high interaction in both directions reproducing
the expected result from the transfer functions analysis. The CPI index, equal to
[0.91÷0.92] suggests to adopt a different tuning to reduce the amount of interaction.
Hence, the two PI controllers were changed as described in equation Eq. 5-13. The
new effect of set-point changes is shown in figure 6.8.
C1 =
25 · (5s+ 1)
5s+ 1
; C2 =
−10 · (4s+ 1)
4s+ 1
; (Eq. 5-13)
With the new controller tuning, the interaction between loops is substantially changed:
loop 1 has again a big effect on loop 2 (IM1,2 = 0.81), however loop 2 do not affect
anymore loop 1 (IM2,1 = 0.09), meaning that loop 2 is absorbing all excitations;
this would be a good choice if the bottom composition was considered a slack vari-
able. Lower values of CPI , equal to [0.71 ÷ 0.75] indicate also a lower benefit
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Figure 6.8: Marlin Column with new PI tuning set of parameters: a) set-point
(SP) and controlled variable (PV) values; b) IAE trends
obtainable with a new tuning; a different structure for the controller (e.g. MPC)
should be used to improve the performance.
6.3.2 Wood-Berry Column
The process transfer functions of the Wood-Berry column ([57]) are reported in
equation Eq. 5-14; again a strong interaction is expected because of similar values
of gains, time delay and time constant.
[
PV1
PV2
]
=
 12.8e
−s
16.7s+ 1
−18.9e−3s
21s+ 1
6.6e−7s
10.9s+ 1
−19.4e−3s
14.4s+ 1
 · [OP1
OP2
]
(Eq. 5-14)
Initially two decentralized PI controllers were adopted: C1 = 0.2 · (10s +
1)/(10s) andC2 = −0.1·(15s+1)/(15s). The effect of set-point changes and IAE
trends for this case are shown in figure 6.9 Applying the interaction technique, high
values of indexes were obtained: IM1,2 = 0.61, meaning a very strong interaction
from loop 1 to loop 2; IM2,1 = 0.28, meaning a weaker interaction from loop 2 to
loop 1.
The CPI index, having in this case values under 0.7 suggests to adopt different
controller structures rather than trying a new tuning; a steady state decoupler, whose
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Figure 6.9: Wood-Berry Column: a) set-point (SP) and controlled variable (PV)
values; b) IAE trends
Figure 6.10: Wood-Berry Column with a steady state decoupler: a) set-point (SP)
and controlled variable (PV) values; b) IAE trends
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scheme is depicted in figure 6.11, was implemented.
Figure 6.11: SIMULINK scheme of the Wood-Berry Column with decentral-
ized PI controllers and a steady state decoupler
With the decoupler a lower level of interaction is already visible in the IAE
trends depicted in figure 6.10, where the peaks have lower amplitude than in the pre-
vious case. The confirmation can be found in the interaction indexes: IM1,2 = 0.22
and IM2,1 = 0.20 are related to a weak interaction in both directions, thus indicat-
ing a net improvement in performance with respect to the simple decentralized PI
controllers.
6.3.3 Shell Column
The third system to be described is the Shell benchmark problem [58]; the process
transfer functions are reported in equation Eq. 5-15:
PV1PV2
PV3
=

4.5e−27s
50s+ 1
1.77e−28s
60s+ 1
5.88e−27s
50s+ 1
5.39e−18s
50s+ 1
5.62e−14s
60s+ 1
6.9e−15s
50s+ 1
4.38e−20s
33s+ 1
4.42e−22s
44s+ 1
7.2
19s+ 1
 ·
OP1OP2
OP3
 (Eq. 5-15)
For this problem two solutions were analyzed: firstly a decentralized PI con-
troller was implemented and secondly it was compared with theMPC proposed in
[59] for which y3 is considered as a slack variable. The response for the two cases
to the same set-point changes are shown in figures 6.12 and 6.13 respectively.
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Figure 6.12: Shell Problem with decentralized PI controllers: a) set-point (SP)
and controlled variable (PV) values; b) IAE trends
Figure 6.13: Shell Problem withMPC: a) set-point (SP) and controlled variable
(PV) values; b) IAE trends
The two different situations are well represented by the IM measures:
IM=
 1 .47 .01.46 1 .01
.98 .97 1
 ;
︸ ︷︷ ︸
dec.PI
IM=
 1 .05 .6.16 1 .92
.0 .0 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
MPC
(Eq. 5-16)
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It is clear that the solution with decentralized PI controllers is not performing
satisfactorily; the first two loops are strongly interacting (IM = 0.46 ÷ 0.47); and
loop 3 is affecting them (IM = 0.97÷0.98) without being affected (IM < 0.1). On
the contrary with theMPC the first two loops are not interacting any more because
the third loop is absorbing all excitations; the only residual interaction from loop 2
to loop 1 (IM2,1 = 0.16) has low importance.
6.4 Experimental setup
The IAE technique was experimentally applied on data obtained by a 4 tank pro-
cess, depicted with its scheme in figure 6.14.
Figure 6.14: Picture and scheme of the analyzed 4-tank system
Two systems ([60]) can be considered and implemented: a minimum phase and
a non-minimum phase system. The first configuration is obtained by adjusting the
valves so that the flow from pump 1 is diverted in tank 1 and from pump 2 in tank
2; however maintaining the two three-way valve partially opened a small amount of
flow is allowed from pump 1 to tank 4 and from pump 2 to tank 3, thus generating
the interaction effect. The second configuration is obtained with pump 1 feeding
tank 4 and pump 2 feeding tank 3; again with the two three-way valves partially
opened in one direction an interaction effect can be generated by the flow from
pump 1 to tank 1 and pump 2 to tank 2. For both cases the target is the control of
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the two levels in tank 1 and tank 2 by manipulating the inlet flowrates of the tanks
adjusting the speed of the two pumps.
The first experiment consisted in adopting the minimum phase configuration
and in changing the set-point of the two levels in order to evaluate the interaction
effect. Set-point changes and controller variables are shown in figure 6.15 while
IAE trends and interaction measure are shown in figure 6.16b for the minimum
phase system.
Figure 6.15: Set point changes (thick lines) and controlled variables (thin lines)
for the minimum phase case
Analyzing the trend of the controlled variables, it is difficult to establish properly
the level of interaction: an excitation with small amplitude is shown in tank 2 for
a set-point change in tank 1, but it appears as a weak interaction. On the contrary,
using the IAE trends the excitation in tank 2, because of its long duration, generates
a significant peak similar to peaks showed in tank 1. Nevertheless, a set point
change in tank 2 does not generate excitations in tank 1. This situation is well
represented by the interaction matrix as shown in equation Eq. 5-17:
IM =
[
1 0.32
0.01 1
]
(Eq. 5-17)
IM1,2 = 0.32 reveals the presence of an interaction of medium importance from
tank 1 to tank 2; on the contrary IM2,1 = 0.01 implies that tank 2 is not affecting
tank 1.
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Figure 6.16: IAE trends for the minimum phase case
Set-point changes and controller variables are shown in figure 6.17 while IAE
trends and interaction measure are shown in figure 6.18 for the non-minimum phase
system.
Figure 6.17: Set point changes (thick lines) and controlled variables (thin lines)
for the non-minimum phase case
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Figure 6.18: IAE trends for the non-minimum phase case
Again the analysis of IAE peaks reveals the presence of interaction which is
stronger from tank 1 to tank 2 (equation Eq. 5-18).
IM =
[
1 0.11
0.36 1
]
(Eq. 5-18)
To be noted that for the non-minimum phase case the highest interaction value
is associated with IM2,1 and the lowest with IM1,2. This results is in agreement
with the switch in the position of the feed for the two cases (pump 1 speed being
controlled for level on tank 2 and pump 2 speed being controller for level on tank
1), indicating that the IAE technique gives a good interpretation of the presence of
interaction. However, because of the time delay, the level of interaction between the
two tanks appears to be bigger than in the previous case.
6.5 Development of a software tool
A software tool was designed to perform the interaction analysis, with the aim to be
easily incorporated in the software package described in the previous chapter. This
tool is based on fourMATLAB files:
• examiae.m: the core of the program, where the evaluation of the interaction
indexes is performed
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• figurabase2.m: the sequence of commands used to built the graphical inter-
face with the user
• makezoomonloops.m: the routine to zoom on IAE trends displayed in the
main window
• colormapagain.m: the routine used to refresh the results of the proposed tech-
nique, showed as a color map: the darker the color the higher the interaction.
• checkb.m: the routine used to associate a weight to the examined loops to
discriminate them in order of importance
All these files must be stored in the same folder, however the user has only to call
the main function, typing in theMATLAB command window the following string:
[IM,IAE] = examiae(PVs,SPs)
Figure 6.19: Graphical interface for the Interaction Analysis Tool
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The examiae.m files has to mandatory inputs: the controlled variables trends (PV s)
and their relative set-points trends (SPs). Both of them must be organized in ma-
trixes, whose element Xi,j represent the ith sample for loop j. The two outputs are
IM , the interaction matrix, and IAE, the modified IAE trends; also the window
depicted in figure 6.19 is displayed.
The main window is divided into three frames: Variables and modified IAE
trends, Interaction Color Map, Zoom and IAE peaks. The first frame shows trends
of set-points, controlled variables and modified IAE, with samples on abscissas and
loop number on ordinates. The user can also use a weight for each loop on the basis
of his experience by selecting the relative check box on the right side: high weights
(H) corresponds to loop with high importance, low weights (L) to slack variables;
also an intermediate situation (M , medium weight) is possible. When selecting a
different weight for a loop, its relative IM indexes are scaled and the overall effect
can be seen by pressing the button labelled Evaluate Interaction Color Map.
The second frame shows the interaction matrix using a color map where darker
colors are symptom of higher interaction: where no set-point changes are detected
the system displays a question mark, being unable to evaluate properly the interac-
tion index for this case.
The last frame shows the zoomed IAE trend of the loops: the user has only to
select the two loops to be depicted by introducing their number in the white fields
and to define the range of samples to be shown; by pressing the GO! button the
zoom is performed. This frame was inserted to help the user in examining more in
detail the peaks in IAE trends highlighted by a red dot, namely the ones used by
the technique to calculate the interaction index. Under the graph two fields show
the IDT measure for the chosen loops.

Appendix A
Stiction techniques
A.0.1 Cross correlation algorithm
The two cases the Cross-Correlation function CXY between OP and PV can be
easily evaluate using:
CXY (d) =
∑N
i=1[(PV (i)− PV )] · [(OP (i− d)−OP )]√∑N
i=1[(PV (i)− PV )] ·
√∑N
i=1[(OP (i− d)−OP )]
(Eq. A-1)
Horch assumes that in case of an external periodical perturbation the two vari-
ables show up as pure sinusoidal waves and in case of stiction the trend in OP and
PV are respectively a triangular and a square wave. These signals generate an odd
cross correlation CXY in case of stiction (φ = pi/2) and an even CXY in case of
oscillating disturbances (φ = pi). This assumption allows an automatic detection of
the two cases, through the computation of the two parameters:
∆τ =
|τI − τS|
τI + τS
; ∆ρ =
|r0 − rMax|
r0 + rMax
(Eq. A-2)
The two parameters can be calculate from the CXY : τI e τS represent the two
abscissas, closest to zero, where CXY = 0; r0 is the value of CXY in zero and rMax
is the maximum value of CXY .
A.0.2 Bicoherence algorithm
The Bispectrum is based on the discrete fourier transform of the signal, indicated
in the sequel with Y . By defining a couple of frequencies (f1,f2), the Bispectrum
B(f1, f2) and the Bicoherence bic2(f1, f2) functions, can be calculated:
B(f1, f2) = E[Y (f1)Y (f2)Y
∗(f1 + f2] (Eq. A-3)
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bic2(f1, f2) =
|B(f1, f2)|2
E[|Y (f1)Y (f2)|2]E[|Y (f1 + f2|2] (Eq. A-4)
where E|Y | is expectation value of Y and Y ∗ is conjugate complex of Y . Each
point of bic2(f1, f2), plotted against f1 and f2 in a three dimensional plot, measures
the interaction between frequencies f1 and f2. More details can be found in [29].
With the bic2 it is possible to make a test on gaussianity and linearity of the
signal using respectively the Non Gaussian Index NGI and the Non Linear Index
NLI:
NGI , bic2 − bic2Cr (Eq. A-5)
NLI , |bic2max − (bic2 + 2σbic2)| (Eq. A-6)
where bic2 and σbic2 are the mean value and the standard deviation of the bico-
herence; furthermore the factor bic2Cr depends on the probability of obtaining false
detection assuming bicoherence χ2 distributed.
A.0.3 Relay algorithm
The sinusoidal approximation CS is:
CS = AS · sin(ωSt+ φS) (Eq. A-7)
Parameters AS , ωS and φS are obtained by implementing the Matlab function
“fminsearch.m”, which uses the Simplex method. The starting point is calculated
on the basis of recorded data: amplitude and frequency are the same of the recorded
oscillation; the initial phase is chosen equal to zero.
The triangular approximation CT is also very simple:
CT =
{
AT (m1t+ q1) n 6 n
AT (m2t+ (m1 −m2)t(n) + q1) n > n (Eq. A-8)
where n is the vertex of the triangle. For points ni 6 n the approximation curve
is a straight line with coefficientm1 > 0 and for ni > n the approximation curve is
a straight line with coefficient m2 < 0. The intercept of the second straight line is
chosen to have the same value for the two straight line on the vertex of the triangle.
The term AT is only a scale factor; all the parameters AT , m1, m2, q1 are easily
obtained with a linear least square technique (LLS).
More complex is the relay wave approximation: it starts with the division of
the recorded oscillation into three intervals defined by two numbers n1 and n2. The
corresponding three part of the recorded curve will be called in the sequel y(1)re ,
y
(2)
re , y
(3)
re . The division in three intervals allows to build a good algorithm for the
generation of the best approximating relay wave-shape:
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1. the procedure chooses a value for n1 and n2 subject to n2 > n1
2. the optimization modulus (based again on the Simplex method) for each it-
eration fixes a value for the two parameters that characterize the relay wave:
the time constant τ and the delay θ.
3. the use of these parameters allows to obtain an approximating curve with
unitary amplitude in the first interval :
yˆ1 = 1− e− t−θτ (Eq. A-9)
4. The amplitude A1 that allows to obtain the best approximating curve in the
first interval (y1) is calculated with the LLS technique:
A1 = (yˆ
T
1 yˆ1)
−1yˆ1y(1)re → y1 = A1 · yˆ1 (Eq. A-10)
5. The approximating curve in the second interval has the same τ of y1; the delay
in this case (θ2) is evaluated in order to obtain yˆ2(n1) ≡ yˆ1(n1); with this
imposition the second part of the approximating curve with unitary amplitude
is:
yˆ2 = −1 + e−
t−θ2
τ (Eq. A-11)
6. The calculation of the best-fitting amplitude A2 in this case must be subjected
to y2(n1) ≡ y1(n1); this problem is resolved by equation Eq. A-12 and Eq.
A-13. The value of A2 is then evaluated again with a LLS method (equation
Eq. A-14):
y˜2 = yˆ2 − yˆ2(n1) (Eq. A-12)
y˜(2)re = y
(2)
re − y(2)re (n1) (Eq. A-13)
A2 = (y˜
T
2 y˜2)
−1y˜2y˜(2)re → y2 = A2 · yˆ2 (Eq. A-14)
7. The third part of the approximating function is evaluated in the same manner:
it is fixed a value θ3 as at step 5 and an amplitude A3 as at step 6. In this way
we can obtain also y3.
8. The global approximating curve is the union of the three approximating parts:
yap = [y
T
1 y
T
2 y
T
3 ]
T . A global scale factorATot is evaluated with LLS between
yap and the recorded curve in order to make the best possible approximation.
9. If yap, now evaluated with the new amplitude, generates a lower error than
yap at the previous iteration, the system uses the new curve as the best-fit
approximation CR; else the CR at previous iteration is maintained.
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10. The Simplex modulus makes a first check: if it has not reached the conver-
gence, it changes values for τ and θ and the procedure restarts from step 3.
11. If Simplex method is converged or has reached the maximum number of al-
lowed iterations, the procedure makes the second check: if n1 and n2 have
not assumed all the possible values the procedure restarts from step 1, else
the best approximating curve is chosen as CR.
Appendix B
Simplex Method
The Simplex − {N} is a region of a N dimensions space with N + 1 vertexes,
N · (N − 1)/2 sides and k+1Ci+1 surfaces, where the binomial coefficient k+1Ci+1
can be expressed as:
k+1Ci+1 =
(
k + 1
i+ 1
)
, (k + 1)!
[(k + 1)− (i+ 1)]! · (i+ 1)! (Eq. B-1)
To built the simplex − {N}, N + 1 points are considered (P0,P1,...,PN ); as-
sociated values of the function to be minimized will be indicated in the sequel as
z0,z1,...,zN , where zi = f(Pi). Furthermore {·}L and {·}H suffixes will be used
respectively for minimum and maximum values of z array; Cp will represent the
barycenter calculated with all z values, being only excluded zH value; [Pi;Pj] will
indicate the Euclidean distance between Pi and Pj .
For each step of the simplex algorithm PH , the point relative to the maximum
value in z array, is substituted with a new point, calculated by the application of
three basic transformations: reflection, expansion and contraction. Reflected point
P ∗ is represented by following coordinates:
P ∗ = (1 + α) · CP − α · PH (Eq. B-2)
where α is a positive constant named reflection coefficient. Applying this transfor-
mation P ∗ point belongs to the line which connects PH and CP at a distance from
extremes function of coefficient α:
[P ∗;CP ] = α · [PH ;CP ] (Eq. B-3)
In case of z∗ ∈ [zL÷zH ], PH is substituted by its reflection P ∗, a new simplex−
{N} is built and the procedure starts the next iteration.
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On the contrary, if z∗ < zL, reflection generates a new minimum value; in this
case next step is the expansion of P ∗ point on P ∗∗, whose coordinates are:
P ∗∗ = (1− γ) · CP + γ · P ∗ (Eq. B-4)
where the expansion coefficient γ must be chosen strictly greater than unity; similar
considerations to Eq. B-3 can be done. In case of z∗∗ < zL, again a new minimum
is found; hence PH will be substituted by P ∗∗ and the procedure is restarted. In-
stead, in case of z∗∗ > zL, expansion has not reached its purpose of finding a new
minimum: PH will be substituted by P ∗ before starting with a new expansion with
a different γ value.
Eventually, the following case must be considered: in reflecting PH the new
point P ∗ obeys to Eq. B-5:
P ∗ : z∗ > zi for i = 0..N s.t. i 6= H (Eq. B-5)
in this case a contraction must be performed, substituting PH with P ∗∗∗ evaluated
as follows:
P ∗∗∗ = β · PMax + (1− β) · CP (Eq. B-6)
where PMax is the point whose value ismax{z∗, zH}; contraction coefficient β lies
in the range [0 ÷ 1]. In case of z∗∗∗ > min{zH ; z∗}, PH point will be substituted
with P ∗∗∗ and the procedure restarts, otherwise all points will be substituted with
(Pi + PL)/2 before passing to the next iteration of the algorithm.
When the simplex − {N} collapses on a point, considering a tolerance cor-
rection value to perform finite steps, a local minimum is reached (CP of last built
simplex− {N}) and the procedure is stopped.
This algorithm can be easily adapted to described procedures (chapter 5) by
using the fimnsearch.mMatlab function (Optimization Toolbox), whose syntax is:
[x, fval, exitflag, out] = fminsearch(@myfun, x0, opt, varM) (Eq. B-7)
This function does an unconstrained nonlinear optimization using an initial
guess (starting point x0, namely an array withN estimated values for aN -variables
function); minimum value of the function and correspondent variables values are
stored respectively in fval and x, being the former a scalar and the latter an array
with same dimensions of x0.
The function to be analyzed is recalled by Matlab function handle @ followed
by a subroutine name (as for instance myfun), which must be built adopting the
syntax:
function fK = myfun(xK , varK); (Eq. B-8)
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The body of myfun subroutine contains all commands to calculate the value of the
function fK using variables stored in the array xK , automatically overwritten by
the system with x0 (being the initial guess x0 updated at each iteration). Other
variables to be used to evaluate the function can be passed from main program
(varM ) to the myfun subroutine (varK). Among outputs of fminsearch.m, exitflag
variable gives information about the exit condition of the algorithm: a value equal
to 1 is assumed in case of convergence; equal to 0 in case of maximum number
of iteration exceeded; equal to -1 if interrupted internally by commands in myfun.
out is a class variable containing: the name of the algorithm used, the number of
performed function and iterations evaluations, an exit message about convergence
of the algorithm.
Matlab fminsearch provides also interesting options the user can adopt (variable
opt in Eq. B-7):
• Display: in case of ‘OFF’ value no output is displayed in Matlab command
window; ‘iter’ will display an output message at each iteration, ‘final’ the
final output and ‘notify’ gives back a message only when maximum number
of function evaluations or iteration is exceeded.
• FunValcheck: because the fminsearch.m function can only be applied on
real numbers, this option allow to give a warning in case of complex numbers
(choosing ‘on’) or not (choosing ‘off’).
• MaxFunEvals andMaxIter: respectively the maximum number of function
and maximum number of iteration allowed; those two options can be used
to decrease calculation time were accuracy of the result has low importance
(large tolerance on x values).
• Tolfun and Tolx: respectively tolerances on minimum value of the function
and values of variables; in proposed procedure (chapter 5), the Tolx option
has been adopted, thus choosing to stop the simplex algorithm when process
and disturbance parameters difference in two consecutive iterations is less
than the defined Tolx.
An example of the syntax for opt variable is reported in Eq. B-9, using the routine
optimset; particularly following options are chosen: no messages in the command
window, a maximum of 200 iteration and a tolerance of 0.01 on parameters value.
opt = optimset(‘Display’,‘off’,‘MaxIter’,200,‘Tolx’,0.01); (Eq. B-9)
To use constraints on process parameters (time delays and time constants strictly
positive), an if-then sequence can be used inside myfunsubroutine, forcing the sys-
tem to produce fK = ∞ for not allowed values of parameters; the algorithm will
exclude this region of the N dimensional space during simplex − {N} reflection,
expansion or contraction.
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